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ABSTRACT

Oscarson, Mats

Native and Non-Native Performance on a National Test in

En-glish for Swedish Students: A Validation Study

Report No. 1986:03

ISSN 0282-2156

Number of pages: 147

The present report describes a replication of a previous study
(Oscarson, 1986) which aimed to assess the construct validity
of the 1983 version of the National Test ('Centrala provet')
in English for the academically oriented part of the Upper
Secondary School. The chief aiM of the present study was to
investigate the construct validity of the 1985 version of the
same test. The method employed was a quantitative (i.e. sta-
tiatical) analysiS of the results obtained by a group of
native students who had been asked to take the test. The as-_

sumption behind the experiment was that educated native speak-
ers ought to be able to reach very high scores on an English
proficiency test which_ has claims to high validity. Another
point of departure was the belief that native speakers ought
to be able to outperform non-natives in all the different
areas of language which a valid test sets out to measure.

A sUbSidiary aim was to study Swedish students' results on
open-ended ("free-form") items in the test in order to valu-
ate _time aspects of the written production skills generally
attained in the Upper Secondary School. This qualitative in-7

vettigation, which involved detailed linguistic analyses- of
answera, was of special interest because of the fact that the
saMple could be regarded as representative of the whole StU-
dent population.
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The native group consisted of 166 English students at a Sixth

Form College in Manchester. They were all of the same age as

the Swedish students and represented a cross-section of the

student population in respect of academic and linguistic abil-
ity.

The Swedish group consisted of a random IO% sample of the to-

tal population of 34;000 students tested in 1986._The experi-

mental sample thus comprised 3;400 students; In the analysis
of the open-ended items; a random sub-Sample of 176 students
was used.

The test battery included sub-tests measuring vocabulary,
phrases; grammar; reading comprehension, and listening com-

prehension; The total number of tasks was 100.

It was found that the native_students_ obtained _significantly
higher results on all sub-tests but one (a Reading Teet).

Their average rate of correct scores was 83%. .The correspond-
ing Swedish score was 61%. The relatively high native per-
formance level was taken to warrant the conclusion that the

National Test is a valid measure of English language profi-
ciency. The outcome of a separate analysis of the scores
achieved by an academically more advanced group of native

Students provided further support for this conclusion.

Another important observation was that the various sub-tests

resulted in very unequal relationships between native and non-
native score levels. The most pronounced difference appeared

on the Vocabulary test, whereas a sub-test measuring extended
reading (passage comprehension) produced no difference at all

between English and Swedish students. Only a relatively small

difference was found on the Listening test. While some varia-

tion of the size of the relative difference between sub-test
scores was expected (due to natural differences in skills pro-

files), these results were interpreted as signs of variable
test validity, and this led to certain suggestions for modifi-

cation of test content and format.
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With regard to the secondary objective of the study (the qual-
itative anaIyaid) it was found that there was hardly any cor-
relation between native and non-native average scores on the
productive items. This was understood to signify a difference
in the structure of language capacity between the two samPles;

_

Certain tasks, notably those involving the use of idiomatic
phrases, were _markedly difficult for Swedish students. The
same wac true of certain points of graminar, whereas overall
comprehen;ion appeared to be quite well developed.

The report contains concrete and detailed linguistic analyses
and exemplification of answers delivered by native as well as
non-native students and may therefore usefully serve as a re-

source in teacher training and similar contexts.

The report can be ordered from:

Department bf Education and Educational Research
Gothenburg University
Dek_1010

S-431 26 Mblndal

SWEDEN
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1 /NTRODUCT/ON

The work described_in_the_present report fotMg Part of a long-
term research and _development programme WhiCh has recently
been linked up with_the administratidh Of the national stand-
ardized tests in_the Secondary and Upper Sec-oh-dairy schools in
Sweden. The programme was initiated_ With a VieW to ensuring a
scientifically sound basis for the NatiOnal testing methods
currently used. Another_import8nt aim was to see to it that
better use _was_made_of the large 6MOUnts of statistical data
which are amassed each_year as 8 tétult of the assessments.
The data_may_be_used; rot instance, for purposes of evaluating
the effects of_teaChing inVedttentg or for purposes of moni-
toring the results Of Changed in educational policy.

The nationwide tests_(in SWedish;_'standardprov' and 'centrala
prov0) cover several gObjeCts and are administered at various
points in the Secondary And uppet Secondary school (from grade
8 onwards)._ Foreign language tegts are, at present, adminis-
tered_in grade 8_ (English tests) and in the second year
("grade II") Of the Upper Secondary school (English; German;
end French tests); Other subjects tested are Mathematics;
PhysicS; Chemistry, and Swedish.

The chief object of the measurements is to make it possible
for teachers tO compare the proficiency levels of thair
Classes with the average national levels. Being able to dO
this is important because of the grading system_used in_SWed-
iSh schools. Grades are awarded on a 5-point scale and _Are
digtributed on a statistical basis (in the Upper SetOndary
SChool in the proportions of 7-24-38-24-7 per cent of _the
population for grades 1; 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively, grade 5
being the highest). Accordingly, the results on the national
tcsts are interpreted in norm-referehded terMs; i.e. in
relation to the performance of the entire -student population
taking the same test (and following the game cOurge of study).

3
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Grading in the individual class is adjusted so as ta conform

to the _general outcome of_the NatienaI Test_(but it is still

the teacher_who makes the_final_decisians an the_ distribution

of the various grades). The main aim of the whale testing op-

eration is of course to ensure that a given grade can be taken

to mean approximately the same thing wherever it is_awarded,

or, seen from a slightly different angle, to ensure that stu-

dents receive fair treatment in terms of assessment and_grad-

ing, regardless of what school they happen to attend. /t

should be added that there are no final examinations in Swed-

ish schools.

All standardized National tests are extensively pre-tested and

subjected to careful scrutiny by groups of experts (including

teachers, test constructors, and administrators) before they

are moulded into their final form. Shortly after the day of

the test, the results of a few thousand students are collected

by random sampling, and norms are calculated and fed back to

the schools to be used as guidelines when students are being

graded at the end of the term.

More detailed information about the principles of assessment

and evaluation in Swedish schools is given in the official

document "Assessment in Swedish Schools", which may be ob-

tained free of charge from The National Swedish Board of

Education, The Information Section, S-106 42 Stockholm. A de-

scription of language testing in Sweden as seen from an out-

side observer's point of view is given in Orpet (1985).

An attempt at validating the current tests in English was

also made in 1983; The pronedures and results are summarized

in Section 3.1 of this report. The present study is a replica-

tion of that earlier study; Similar work has been undertaken

in two more languages, French and German; The results have

been described by Jan HelIekant (far French) and Nils-Henrik

af Ekenstam (for German) in separate reports from the Language

Teadhing Research Unit, Gothenburg University. A brief resumé

of the main findingt is given in Chapter 3.
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2 VALIDAT/ON OF LANGUAGE TESTS: SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Test validation may be broadly defined as the process whereby

the outcomes of a test are assessed in relation to the purpose

of the testing. Applying this definition to language testing,

we may then say that validation is a matter of determining to

what extent a given test yields information about the testees'

capacity for functioning in the language according to certain

predetermined linguistic criteria. The criteria may take the

form of a set of language learning objectives laid down in a

syllabus (as in a school situation), a job requirement speci-

fication, a stipulated level on a descriptive language profi-

ciency scale, etc. A test which truly samples a body of crite-

ria of this kind (i.e. criteria about which conclusions are to

be drawn) is said to have content validity.

The validity of a language test may also be assessed in rela-

tion to a theory of what it really means to know a language,

e.g. in the form of a specification of the various abilities

and traits which together constitute the more general psycho-

logical Concept (or "construct") of language proficiency (see

for instance Bachman and Palmeri 1982, de Jongi 1983). A spec-

ification of _this_ kind may involve the use of descriptive

categories such as 'Mastery of the phonemic system', 'word

recognition', tverbra_reasoningt, tretention_of information',

'strategic competence', 'grammatical _competenCei 'socio-

linguistic competence' etc. The construct of,_for instance

understanding spoken English, may perhaps be thought _of in

terms of statements such as the following: 'The_proficient

person has control of the _phonemic _system of the English

language and is able to identify and interpret an important

Stress and intonation patterns ... He can make relevant

distinctions between morphological and lexical units ... His

tolerance to reduced redundancy caused by interference in the

1 5



channel is tuch that ... When confronted with a sample of
spoken English he is able to extract from_it the same in-
formation _as other listeners of a comparable_eXperiential and
educational_back-ground /t may be predicted that he will
obtain_ high 6-tor-et on other accepted measures of listening
comprehension ...' etc. (It should be emphasized that these
statements have been formulated only for the sake of exem-
pIificatien of a principle; they do not tonttitute a definite
propoSitith.)

The neXt step in a construct
validation procedure is to inves-

tigate to what extent the test under Consideration measures
the_dtnittruct, or constructs, hypotheSiZed - for instance by
studying jointly the intercorrelatiOnS Of this test and a num-
ber_df Others. If the test yields Stored that accurately de-
scribe testees in terms of the relevant constructs, it is said
to_haVe -construct validity. (For in-depth treatment of the
prinCiples of construct validation, see for instance Thorndike
and He-gen, 1969, and Cronbach, 1971.)

It Might be added, in passing; that there has been some (lit-
agreement as to the extent to Which linguistic competence is
divitible into separate CoMpOnents. Some experts on testing,
notably 011er (1979), have_argued in favour of a unitary _tom:-
petence model whith postulate-5 a common one-dimensional trait
(a general comPotent or factOr) that explains all of, cor_moSt
of, the variance in any language test. This so-tatted individ-
ibility hypothesis can now be said to have been disproved by
other researchers_(Cf fet instance Sang et al, 1986) and 011er
has since modified hit pOtition.

Several other varieties of test validity have been identified,
e.g. face vaIidity,_which refers to the extent to Which a test
appears_ to be a valid measuring instrument

(especially in the
layman's view), concur-rentvalidity, which relates to the
question of whether tests that supposedly measure the same
skills actually_correlate statistically with bath other, and
predictive validit, which refers to the accuracy with which a

1 6



test predicts future job or educational performance. Both of
the latter types of vz2idity are arrived at by comparing the
test results with some independent criterion measures, and are
often subSumed under the more general term crlterion-related
(or empirical) ValiditV;

The type of Validity with which we are concerned in the pre-
sent serieS of investigations may be classified as construct
validity, although we do not start from a hypothesis of what
particUIar concepts or constructs our tests are supposed to
measure. Instead we work on the assumption that the conglomer-

ate of abilities that make up what we ordinarily call general
Ianguac7e pr^ficiency must be possessed, to a very high degree,
by native speakert-ofthe-lamlmage and that non-native speak-
ers cannot be expected to possess the same degree of ability
as_native speakers do. Many other researchers have endorsed
this approach to test validation. 011er (1979), for instance;
holds the view that "... native performance is a more _valid
criterion against which to judge the effectiveness Of tett
items than non-native performance is" (p 203); He goeS on to
say that

"In a fundamental and indisputableisense, native
_

speaker performance is the criterion against which
all language tests must be validated ... The choice of
native speaker performance as the_criterion_againtt
which to judge the validity of language_proficieney_
tests, end as a basis for refining and developing them,
guarantees greater facility in the interpretation of
test scores, and more meaningful test sensitiVitiet
(i.e. variance)" (p. 204).

A further assumption underlying the present study is that non-
native speakers, i.e. learners-, will not have advanced_eguallv
far in the various domains of language proficiency. "ArtiZi-
cial" learning in a formal educational context it likelY to
favour the development of certain abilities more than others
and hence one can expect differences between native and non-
native speakers to vary in accordance with the types of task
involved. /t may be predicted, _for example, that sub-tests
measuring non-specialized reading comprehension skills will

1 7



result in_relatively high non-native scores_(text-based_ mate-

rials and exercises being very prominent features of foreign

language instruction); Likewise; one may _predictthat there

will be _a sharper contrast in native and non-native perform-

ance on tests measuring comprehension of everyday _spoken

English _then_ on tests measuring comprehension of, for in-

stance, formal speech.

Lastly_ we assume that it is possible to control factors other

than linguistic (situational, motivational etc)_which may have

an influence on performance when the test is administered

under different_conditions and in different settings (in our

case classes and classrooms in Sweden vs. other countries).

The follOWing Chapter dedcribes earlier experiments geared to

the type of condtruct validation discussed above.

1 8



3 PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS

3;1 Validation of an English test

The experiment tO be described in the present report is a rep-
lication _of an earlier validation study which will be briefly
reviewed :tere. For a more detailed account of procedures and
results, see Oscarson, 1986 (published in Swedish with a sum-
mary in English).

The main aim of the experiment was to investigate, by means of
an analydis_ of_ native English students' performance, the
validity_ of the 1983 version of the National Test in English

f0r the_Upper Secondary School ui Sweden. Another aim was to

exemplify, in concrete terms, the level of proficiency in Eng-
lish of a representative sample of the target group, i.e. stu-
dents_in the second year of the "theoretical" three- and four-
year lines of the Swedish Upper Secondary School; The native
English group comprised 105 A-level students at three Upper
Secondary schools in York, England (two comprehensive schools
and a grammar school). The Swedish group consisted of_a random
(i.e. representative) sample of 3,300 students drawn from the
entire population of approximately 33,000 students who took
the test in 1983. The average age of the sthdents in beth
groups was 17.

The validation study was based on the premise that the level
of mastery of the language was considerably higher in the
native group than in the non-native group and that a valid
language test would disclose this real difference in ability
very clearly. Accordingly, a very small difference in test
results would be taken to indidate inadequate test validity,
at least in one sense_of the term (i.e. that of construct
validity; cf Chapter 2).

19



The test was, as far as possible, administered under compa-
rable conditions in the tc,o groups. The same instructions
(written in English) were usedi the time allowed _for the
various sub-tests was the same, and the same criteri-a for
marking were applied. The English students were less weIl
acquainted with the testing techniques than the Swedish_stU-
dents, naturally enoughi but this difference did not affeCt
the general outcome of the comparison as far as COUId be

ascertained. Motivation was high in both groups;

The testing sessions in England were organized and supervised
by an English teacher trainer who is fluent in Swedish and
familiar with the Swedish educational system (having spent
some time at a Swedish university);

The main results are summarized in TabIe I (for a deScription
of test content, see Section 5. in thit report):

20
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Table-1 The Results of the_1983 Validation StUdy:(YOtk):

Mean Scores in Native and Non-Native Groups
(N 105 and 3,300 respectively)

Sub-test No. of Mean_ Standard_ Mean Score Rena-
and Items Score Deviation in %_of biIity

Subjects (R) (s) Max Score (KR 20)

1:1 Voc-Gr A 15
Native students 14.57 0.64 97;1 ;03
Non-Native st. 3.51 3.15 567 ;67

1:2 Integrative T. 37
Native 32.20 3.91 870 ;78
Non-Native 22.24 7.97 60;1 ;88

2:1 Reading Compr.1 11
Native 8.96 1.65 815 ;48
Non-Native 6.72 2.62 61;1 ;68

2:2 Reading Compr.2 9
Native 7.89 1.71 87;6 .76
Non-Nstive 4.98 2.12 55;3 .57

2:3 Reading Compr.3
Native 7.85 2.07 872 ;86
Non-Cative 5.22 2.41 58.0 ;70

3:1 Listening Compr. 10
Native 7.41 1.66 74.1 ;46
Non-Native 6.43 1.97 64.3 ;45

32 Voc-Gr B 14
Native 11.91 1.87 65.1 ;55
Non-Native 9.39 3.32 57.1 ;78

TOTAL 105
Native 90.79 7.77 86.5 .84
Non-Native 63.49 19.40 60.5 .94

The validity of the test was thus high according to the Cri-
terion (successful native performance). The average native
correct response rate was 87 per cent of the maximal total
score. The corresponding Swedish figure was 61 per cent. The
pattern of scores is illustrated in Figure I:

21
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4.1

0 Native Group

NOn-Native Group

Ficiare--1 The Results of the 1983 Validatical Study:

Proportion of Correct Responses per Sub-Test

As regards the levels of mean scores, it should be pointed

out, firstly, that the test in question is quite advanced as

it is used in order to gauge the proficiency of students in

their eighth or ninth year of instruction in the language.
Secondly, the test is of the norm-referenced type (cf Chapter
1) and it is, for this reason too, pitched at a relatively
high level of ability in order to yield an optimal ipread of

individ.aal results. The fact that the native score was less

than perfect is partly explained by these circumstances. The

parallel experiments with French and German tests (see below),
which are less advanced, resulted in much higher native

scores, whereas the non-native scores were in the region of

2 22



55-65 per cent of the maximal score, much as ih the Englith

investigation. It might also be added that this _particular

Ieveof average correct scores is intentional and ha3 to do

with the fact that test data are used for norm-referenced,

rather than criterion-raferenced, interpretation. (See further

Section 8.1.1).

Kfiether_ notable finding was that the various sub-tests re-

SUlted in very unequal differences between the two groups.

Thit lints taken to indicate that the degree of validity vIried

With teSt type (although certain discrepancies between native

and non7hatiVe mean scare patterns weie expected). The most

Clent-Ciit differences were obtained On sUb-tests that ersen-

tioly mettured command of lexis and Understandinq of idio-

matid dentenCeS_(I:I and 22). The smallest difference was

obtained _Mil _the sub-test measuring listening compr&lension.

116 dititribUtiOnS Of native and non-native scores overlapped

to a very large extent (one third of_the Swedish students

outperformed half the natiVe students);_The_r2sult made a rep-

licatiOn with a different version of the teit highly de-

sirable.

The study further seethed to confirm other research results

(e.g. L6fgren, 1969; Carroll; 1973: Angelis;_1977) which have

pointed to a strong corkeletion betveen_certain psychological

factors, such as deductiVe ability and Short-term memory; and

ability to answer multiple-Choide questiohs on the contents of

texts (written or spoken)._SUCh tadkt ate set in sub-tests 2:1

(Reading Comprehension) and 31 (Listening Comprehension).

The analysis of results on indiVidual open-ended _items sug-

gested that Swedish Students' formal command Of English is

comparatively weak. Elementary mistaLes in lexis and_ syntax
_

were not uncommon (whereas they very rarely appeared in the

native group). In contrast, the functional comtiand Of the

language (again seen in relation to the performance of the

native speakers) was quite good. It was assumed that the Ob-

servations needed further substantiation.
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Finally_it may be noted that it vat pessible to use the tettunder inveotiga'clon for criterion-referenced interpretation;
to some extent, in spite of the friet that it was primarily
designed _for purposes of norm-refereneed evaluation. The rea-
son vat thtt it contained

productive parts, in addition to the
multiple-choice parts (the two typed of task being represented
in theut equal measures).

3;2 Validation of a French teat

TWO parellel experiments investigating the validity Of eFreneh and a ,Ierman test Were undertaken in 1985. In the
Frehdh experiment, the 1985 vettion of the Nationa l. tett inFtenCh was administered_ te l20_pupils aged_14-16 tt t non-
Selective seconcli!ry_schooI_ (A co-1-14ge-) just outside Lille,Fr&nce (for details of thit experimenti

see_Hellekajt, 1966,
in Swedish with a summtr? in_French). Their results Were com-pared with the reTlItt Obtained by a random saMpli. of 200
Swedish students belonging th the gronp for whom the test was
Constructed (i.e7_17-yetr7Olds in the second_year, "grade 11",
Of the Upper Secondary_Seheol).

The reason why a_yoUnger stu-dent sample _was_ used in this experiment_than ih the English
study described above_Wed that the French_test it it_great dealeasier than the English test (French being the Students' sec-ond foreign language, _ad Will as being consiJi-rebly More dif-ficult than Englith fer speakers of Swedish)t l7-yeir-old na-
tive speakers of rteneh would probably have found the tasksboringly simple (WhiCh might have jeopardized the validity ofthe research).

Testing Procedures and materials were the same in France as in
Sweden. The Frendh students were of ceurse given instructionsin their own language (as were the Swedish Students).

The results may be summarized as foIlews (following the
author):
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Os average, the French students mastered 12.6 per cent of the
test itemil WhiCh was interpreted as a very satisfactory sign
of test vaIidity. The correspcnding Swedish percentage was
55.7; The native students reached their highest average score
(98 per cent of the maximal number cf points) or a sub.-test
v4hich consisted of a dictation. It should be added that_Che
sub-test was desined in such a way that it measUred; first
ahd foremost, accuracy of spelling and little else;

The Second highest native score (94.5%) was recorded ih the
Iirtening comprehension pert of the test: the_OUtCOMe was
interpreted as refutation of a certain amount of dritidism
that has been levelled at this part of the test (cohce:ning
rate of speech, dependence on mencry etc);

Extremely high native :cores (99%) were attained ih tWo sub-
sections of a sub-test measuring knowledge of grartter,_ Words,
mnd phrases by means of multiple-choice tasks Other sub-
sections measuring the same domain by means_of .;titten produc-
tiOn tasks (gaps to be filled in) resulted in tddh lOWer aver-
age scores (ranqinj from 83.5 to 8% o: _the MeXiMal score).
The author's conclusion is that thert iS a heed for revision
of the marling criteria and that a wider tblerence to certain
deviations from the traditional lingtiStid norm must be shown
if we want to assess practical comMUnitatiVe Skills in a reli-
able way.

The mean performance level of the_natiVO students on the sub-
test measuring reading comprehenSiOh WAS relatively low (89%).
The author of the repOrt exprOSSed some concern that too
strict demands mny sometimes he Made on Students' ability to
draw logical concusions OS the basis of facts i'resented in
pieces of text of some length. Cutting up long texts into
shorter segMents, eaCh f011OWed by a set of gueitiOns, is
recommended.
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3.3 Validation of German test

In the German experiment, the 1985 version of the National

Test in German was administered to 500 students at seven Uppei
Secondary School^: in the Federal Republic.. (for a detailed re-

port on this experiment, rae sf Ekenstam; 1986i in Swedish
4ith a summary in Oermar0. Vx of tile schools were so-called

amnusien, 1,41ich means that thei- students can be described as
a v6ry seiect group as far as academic abili4 $s concurnad;

the vast majority of the students at 'chest, schools are prepay-
ing for higher education at university level and they re,Ire-
sant only quarter of the entire age group. The seventh
sctaO1 was e Gesamtschu).e; which is a type of school attended

by student.; of much more, ,.aryina academic ability. ;The test
results did not: 'aowever; come aut differently; eenerAIly
speaking; in the two types of school.)

As in the experiments described above, the testing p:ocedureS
and materials were equivalent to those used with Swedish stu-
dents. Instructions were translated into German._In Sweden;

the test is taken_by_Students in their fifth year of ingtrUe-
tion. The Geraan language is considered relative-4 edgy (being

fairly closely related tc Swedish); ahd is the &Ott eornsonly

chosen second foreign language in SwediSh Othdela.. The general

proficiency 1,.vel_reach. is normally higher tnSti thdt in

French (which is more difficUIt for speakers Of SWedith) but
lower than that in English;

On average; the Gersinn students gdIVed as many as 97% of the
test items correctly according to the key. The author con-
cludes that this very high native score 16 an indication of

very satisfactory construct validity in that it shows that
superior proficiency_in the language leads to sucessful test
performanee Skills that are less developed result in signifi-
cantly lower test results, as evidenced by the average non-

native SCOre; Which was 643% of the maximal number of points.
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The German students reached their best reluit on a sub-test
MeAsuring Gre.mmar, vocabula-:yi and phrases; the succesS rSte
Vat as high as 98.2% of the maximal score; The second best
result was obtained in the Listening Comprehension part (97t),
While the Reading Comprehension score was ComparatiVely low
(93.2%).

In the if.Tort, tho author also discusseS indiVidhal iteme,
viz. those which iesulted in scores which Were_ SUbStantially
lower than ,iverSge in the natiVc group; And he dzawS some
concluiions for future test construction the basib of
expe:ience

the
gained.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

The exprriments reported_above were_very illumiriSting in sev-
ers! respects. To begin with they aIl_ShOWid that testees who
have native conpetence_norMany_obtain Very high test scores;
hence the testa may confidtivtly be regarded az valid in the
sense stat,!d in the oectives._PartiCulezly sub-tests measur-
ing control of the elements of_lenvage (words, phrases, gram-
mar) hy means of the multiple-choide technique proved to be
highly sensitive to the sort of indidpiitable linguistic capac-
ity that native speakers possess.

Other findings were Semewhat less reassuring. Thus the valid-
itY Of Certain sUb-tests seems to be open to some doubt. The
most quettiohable case was the Listening Comprehension part of_ _

the English teSt in which the native speakers no dbubt expert-_

enced problems at times. To a lesser extent this wSs also true
Of tht Reading Comprehension parts of both the English and the_

French tests.

The qualitative examination of the English test results settled
to lay bare a Weak spot in the Swedish students' command Of
the lAnguage, Viz, in the area of formal accuracy Further re.-.;

aeaich into thig problem is needed.
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These facts taken together called for a renewal of the experi-

ment in England (using a different version of the test); _The
work was undertaken in 1985 and will be described on the fol-
lowing pages of this report.
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4 OBJECTIVES

The most important aim of the replication study was to obtain

further empirical evidence as to the validity of the National
Test in English currently used in the Integrated Jpper Secon-

dary School in Sweden. A subsidiary aim was to investigate
some aspects of language performance of a representative sam-
ple of Swedish students taking the test and to compare the

performance of Swedish students with that of a similar native
sample.

The main aim was to be achieved by means of a quantitative
(statistical) analysis of the performance of native English
students on the test in comparison with the results obtained

by the non-native speakers. The assumption underlying the

experiment was that for a test to be valid it ought to be
possible for native speakers to reach significantly higher
scores than non-native speakers of a comparable social and

educational background (although probably to varying degrees
in the various skills). In other wordsi it was posited thati

all other things being equali the average native speaker is

palpably more competent and proficient than the average non-

native speaker and that this applies to all areas of language
use which a valid test is designed to measure; Expressed in

more technical terms it was assumed that native speakers pos-

sess the construct (cf Chapter 2) of English language profi-
ciency to a much higher degree than comparable non-native

speakers; If a test which purports to measure English language

proficiency does not register this difference_ reasonably
clearly one can suspect that there is a certain lack_in test

validity (i.e. construct validity); the test may still have

face validity (i.e. it may "look good") or have content valid-
ity (i.e it may "test what has been taught").
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Moreover, as has often been noted in the literature, any valid

foreign-language test ought to be a test in which the _edu-

cated native speaker_can obtain an almost perfect score (i.e.

a score approaching 100% correct response rate):

if the test is administered to native speakers of the
language they-should make very high scores on it-or we will
suspect that factors other than the-basic ones of-language
have been introduced into the items" (Ledo, 1961:323);

"Any foreign-language test should be a test in which the-
educated-native-speaker can obtain a perfect score" (Klein-
Braley, 198583);

"Natives should_always_be criterial in a test item, i.e.
they_should_490%_of the time at least) get it right"
(Davies, 1985103);

The_validity and reliability considerations were therefore ex-

tended to the item level.

The subsidiary aim was to examine certain productive language

skills acquired by a representative sample of students in the

second year of the "theoretical" (i.e. academically oriented)

Upper Secondary school in Sweden. The skills area was limited

to the production of lexically and syntactically acceptable

written English, as documented by the outcome of sub-tests 1:2

and 3:2 (cf Sections 9.2 and 9.3). Comparison was to be made

with language samples produced by the native speakers. Basic-

ally, then, the purpose was to describe ability levels in

absolute terms by means of a detailed qualitative analysis of

concrete answers to individual open-ended test items. The work

was possible to undertake because of the fact that the test

includes "open-ended" tasks in addition to tasks of the

multiple-choice format. The test is, however, primarily de-

signed for norm-referenced interpretation purposes (cf Intro-

duction).

It should be emphasized that the qualitative analysis of the

responses in the Swedish group was of particular interest

in view of the fact that the subjects constituted a random

sample of the entire population of students for whom the test

is designed, i.e. the sample represented, in every important
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respect, mll students (or nearly all since there was a SMAII
percentage who did not take the test) in the second year of
the Swedish non-vocational Upper Secondary School; This means
that the investigation made it possible to survey typical
error patterns and their frequency in the population and_ to
identify weak and strong points in the students, command of
the language. It isi thusi by virtue of the representativity
of the material that the present analysis of errors merits
some special attention. The errors as such may not be very
interesting; they are probably all too faMiIihr to any teacher
of English at least in the Scandinavian context.
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5 DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST

5.1 Function

The test that was used in the study was the 1985 version of

the National Test in English for second-year students in the

academically oriented non-vocational Upper Secondary School in
Sweden. The format ol! the test has remained.unchanged for a
number of years, but the contente (stimulus material _and
tasks) are completely renewed every year. As was explained in
the Introduction, the prime function of the test is "cali7

bration", i.e. the test results are used as an aid by means of
which teachers may, or indeed should; adjust their _standards
of grading to what turns out to be average national perform-
ance levels for the various grade categories. The test is

administered on the same day in all schoolS throughout the
country.

The test is thus of the norm-referenced (rather than the

criterion-referenced) type. Nonetheless certain parts _of the
test (cf Chapter 4) lend themselves to criterion-referenced

interpretation; i.e. the results can be used in order to de-
scribe the testees' language skills in absolute as well as in
relative terms.

5.2 Contents

The 1985 version of the test consisted Of the follOWing partd
(with sample items):
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1:1 Vocabulary Test (18 items, multiple choice)
Examples:

(1)

PEG: You can't get in if you're A go the way
under eighteen. B put it up

BOB: I'll stick on a moustache C clear it
and tell them I'm twenty. D come off

PEG: You won't - - - . Not with E get away with it
that baby face of yours.

(5)
The disputes were often heated
and on one - - - I remember
the meeting broke up in disorder.

A; event
B; incident
C. occasion_
D. occurrence
E. opportunity

Most of the items (12 in all) tested single verbs or verb
phrases, three tested adjectives and three tested nouns.

1:2 Integrative Test (35 items, a running text with one-word
gaps to be filled in; further details about test content are
given in Section 9.2)

Example:

KEN: Tell me a little about your family, Pam. For

instance, what (1) your dad do?

PAM: He's an engineer. His job takes him all over the__

country, and abroad, too, sometimes, so he's hardly
(2) at home. Mother says it's like (3)

married to a sailor.

KEN: Yes, I can imagine ..

The Integrative Test, which exemplifies the so-called cloze

procedure (Taylor, 1953; Oiler, 1979), is reproduced in full
in Appendix 2.
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2 Reading Comprehension.Test
_

P- art I (12 items, multiple choice, comprehension questions on
a text comprising approximately 1,200 words)

Example (the first paragraph of the text):

This is a newspaper article written by a British
journalist called Joan Wilson.

The trouble with abroad is that you are liable to_come_ up
against unpredictable obstacles. In Paris I oncemanted_to
find the dialling code-for Englandk which / thought would
be_ _ done in_the twinkling of an eye. But it took me_ ages;
i_tried looking_up 'Angleterre', then looked under 'Grande
Bretagne! and drew-another blank. Only after considerable
brain_cudgelling and much irritation did I hit upon 'Le
Royaume_ Uni'. And if tracing the name of your own country
can bo_hard, trying to work out what any country calls its
ownraiIway system-is next to impossible. Either_you know
it_or you don't, and if you don't there's no ringing the
station to find oUt the time of the train.

1 Hs Wilson points out that in a foreign country ...
A. telephone directories are often misleading
B. you_may easily run into-unexpected difficulties
C. there_ is usUally no information service at railway

stations
D. the railway system is mostly very complicated

Th questions were interspersed in the text in groups of three
or four at S time, that is, the text was broken down into
smaller sections, each followed by a set of questions.

_

Part 2 (20 items, multiple choice, each consisting of a "mini-_

t- ext" with a one-y7ord gap)

Examples:

(13)
After seeing some-extremely violent porno-
horror movies, I decided that I would
welcome some sort of legislation which
would - --the general distribution of
video "nasties".

1_18)

They are trying to make Mr Dawson A.
renounce his position. However, B.
his associates are emphatic that C.
he vill_not-go-- - - . They say D.
.he has dug_in his heels and is not E.
the resigning type.
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3:1 Listening Comprehension Test (11 items, multiple-choice;

comprehension questions based on an audio-taped dialogue)
Example:

(Tape) This scene takes place in coal-mining village; At
the nearby pit the miners are on strike. Meg is in her own
home, and she is talking to an older man, Thomas, who haS
just come in.

MEG: Well, what happened?
7HuMAS: We're staying out.
KEG: What was the voting?
THOMAS: Show of hands. It was obvious.
MEG: So nobody counted them.
THOMAS: They don't count at pithead meetings. You know

that. Not unless it's close.
MEG: Yes, I know that. And I know the shop-stewards

ree what they want to see.
THOMAS: have you got a cup of tea, Meg?
MEG: I might have. Where's Dai?
THOMAS: He's with some of the boys. He'll be here in a

minute.
MEG: I suppose he voted for the strike,_too. I expect

you lectured him all the way to the pit.
THOMAS: Meg, will you just tell me
MEG: Will you just tell Ae how we're going to manage

over Christmas? And how we're going to pay the
mortgage. The mortgage on our house, mind you -
Dai's and mine.

THOMAS: You asked me to live here.
MEG: Yes, I did. And most of the time I'm glad I did.

It's just that ...
THOMAS: What?
MEG: Thomas, I didn't ask you to bring union politics

with you, that's all.
THOMAS: You want Dai to be another soft one like the rest?

The bosmes crook their fingers and my son comes
running - is that what you want?

(Tape) Question No. 1:
Where are Meg and Thomas? (Repeated once)

(Teat booklet)
A. In a workshop
B. In a cefi
C. In Meg's home
D. In Thomas's home

(Tape) Question No. 2:
What is worrying Meg? (Repeated once)
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(Test booklet)
A. She fears they'll run out of money
B. Her husband is out drinking
C. The extra work Thomas gives them
D. Thomas's soft attitude about the strike

The scene was recorded in a studio in London. The parts were
played by prOfetsional actoi:s, who spoke with a slight Wel-Sh
accent inor. o create a realistic atmosphere; The record-
ing was quite lively.

3:2_ Vocabulary-Grammar Test (14 items, fill-in; consisting Of
mini-texts each with a multiple-word gap; further details
abOut test content are given in Section 8;3)

Examples:

(1)

JIM: This advertisement says that the machine id "feel-

DAD:

(4)

LEN:

RON:

proof".

Daddy?

That it's

even a fool.

What by that,

so simple that anybody dein handle it,

The damage is done

and

in worrying about the cOhseqnences now._

That's easy for you to Say.

The Vocabulary-Grammar Test is reptoduCed in full in Appen-
dix 3.

The total number of_items in the teCt WaS_100. About half of
them (49) required active productioh of the students. Me rest
(51) were multiple choice;

The test alSo cOntained an optienal_Written production part,
an essay task, but this was not inclUded in this validation
study.

The entire test iS made publid aS doon as it has been given in
_schools and is regularly reprinted in the the journal moderna
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tprA-k, publighed by the the Modern Language Teachers' Associa-

tion of Sweden. The version used in this experiment, including

the optional essay task as well as answer keys and instruc-
tions for marking, appeared in Volume LXXIX, No. 2 (pp.174-

192).

5.3 Scoring criteria

The productive parts of the test (sub-tests 1:2 and 3:2) 'ere

marked according to the following principles:

Sub-test 1:2 1 point per item was awarded for correct and

acceptable words in the gaps. The point was lost if, contrery

to instructions, more than one word had been inserted.

Spelling errors were penalized as follows:

1-2 errors

3-4 -1 point

5-6 -2 points

7 (or more) -3 points

The minus points were subtracted from the the total score on

the sub-test.

For a number of very common words (such as 'about', 'all',

'and', 'are', 'whs.'', 'wloich', 'would') no variation in spell-

ins was allowed, that is, Anx spelling error resulted in a 0

mark on the item in question. The total number of rJuch words

was 85. They all belong to the 100 moat frequent words in the

ianguage (Svr.rtvik et al, 1982).

The marking key contained, in addition to a list of correct
answers, examples of acceptable and incorrect responses

(sampled from the trial run of the test). All responses listed
in the key had been chocked by two native speakers (one Brit-

ish and one American).

Sub-test 3:2 The same as for 12, except that no points were

taken off for spelling errors (not even spelling errors that
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affected items in the 1f.st of high frequency words or spelling

errors bordering on errors in grammar, e.g. 'comeing', 'get-

ing').

The key contained specifications of possible correct answers

as well as examples of acceptable and incorrect answers.

The multiple choice parts of the test (1:1, 2:1, 2:2, and 3:1)

were scored on a straight 1 point per ite-. No weighting

of the various sub-test aggregates was apdied.
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6 QUESTIONNAIRES

In addition to the test itself, two questionnaires vett used
in the experiment. 0-A0 was directed to the native English
teachers who took pert in the experiment by administering the
test to their studentd (that is, the native group); The other
was directed to the SW-edish teachers who, likewise, AdMinis-
te.:ed the test tb their (i.e. Swedish) students; The English
questionnaire wit _tretS, brief and cortained a generti question
on the validity Of the test as well as some questiont request-
ting background ihformation on students and procedural
matters. The _SWedith questionnaire, which vas qiiite compre-
hensive, included:A Olestion on each of the six_ SUb-sections
that made up_ the test plus a number ot qUettiond of rather
more peripheral in=terest to the hey issue Adetetted in this
report; (The SwedLsh questionnaire was of A standard type
which reguIer14 Accom-panies the test when -administered in
Sweden and Wad thus not directly devised fat the purpose of
our stud?;)

The central question asked of the partieipating Manchester
teachers Was this:

"What it -our opinion of the test itdelf (bearing in mind
that itt chief function is to attest Orrhip means)? Would
yoUsay that it is a valid measUre Of foreign language
skiIlt?"

The certedpOrh;ing question in the SWedith questionnaire was
phrated ad follows (in translation):
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"What_do you think of the various sub-tests (teating_

techniques, texts, questions, individual items etc)7"

a. Vocabulary Test: ...

b. Integrative Test: ...

c. Reading Comprehension Test (the long text): ...

d. Reading Comprehension Test (mini-texts): ...

e. Listening Comprehension Test: ...

f. Vocabulary-Grammar Test: ...

Adequate space was_provided for the answers. The Eneiligh quee-

tionnaire is reproduced in Appendix 4.

The results wi/1 be reported in Chapter 10.

4 2
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7 sUBJECTS AND PROCEDURES

7.1 The native samp/e

+he test wai_adMinistered_t0 tOtal Of 166 English students
belonging to eight different grbilps at Xaverian Sixth Form
College in Manchester;

The groups were so selected ati tti Correspond, by and large, to
the Swedish student population feit Which the test is designed,
that is to say, the native Students represented roughly the
same type of educational and intellectual "stratum" or group-
ing as the Swedish studehtS (of Section 7.2). There is no way
of knowing, however, whether the two samples can be regarded
as exactly equivalent to 0-Soh Other in all possible respects.

A check of the results Obtained by 15 students with foreign-
sounding names did hot reVeal any large difference in ability
in relation to the results obtained by students bearing typi-
cally British names. The former group, who in number amounted
to less than ICI per cent of the experimental samplei scored
approximately 10 per cent lower than the latter group (which
in terms of overall effects may have meant a lowering of total
scores by one_or two per cent at most). For all practical_pur-

poses the entire experimental group of 166 students may there-
fore be regarded as genuinely native speakers.

The students were all 16 or 17 years old and represented dif-
ferent lines of study. Mani, of them were taking (or retaking)

the 16+ examination, others were heading for 0 Level Or _A
Level examinations in various subjects. The former (0 level)
is the ordinary schOol leaving examination taken at age_ 18,
the latter (A level) is the examination required for higher
education.
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Seven out of the eight participating groups were described as

follows by their teachers (in response to item 4 in the Ques-

tionnaire):

te-rkse-- the group/s/ in respect of
-±inguistic ability?

"Average* group with some comprehension and spelling
problems but not requiring special remedial provision."

"Host of the students have GCE /General Certificate of
Education/ grades 2, 3, and 4, which makes them, offi-
cially, of average ability and above."

"Average"

"Average ability"

"Bearing in mind that the group have already failed the
16+ exam in Hay their academic and linguistic ability is
not likely to be very high. Having gained a CSE /Certifi-
cate of Pre-Vocational Education/ 2 or 3k however, they
would be slightly above the national average."

"Difficult to make comparisons because although the tasks
should be easy enough for these students, they are unused
to being tested in this way. As students who have previ-
ously failed 16+, they are probably average to below aver-
age ability."

"Generally poor. Five are on a C.P.V.E. /Certificate of
Pre-Vocational Education/ foundation course, whilst the
rest are retaking their 16+ English exam."

(* 'Average' should be interpreted in relation to the en-
tiro population of sixth-formers in the Upper Secondary
School, according to the local coordinator of the assess-
ments.)

The eighth group consisted of 9 "upper sixth" A level students

described by the local coordinator as a "bright group of above

average ability . They were all 17-18 years rld and were pre-

paring for higher education at university level. As a control,
the results achieved by this small group of students will be

analysed separately (see Section 8.3).

4 4
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7.2 The non-native sample

The Swedish group was very large (N w 3,400) and constituted a
random 10% sample of the total population of some 34;000 stu-

dents that took the test in 1985. The sampling was part of the
yearly administrative procedures for establishing nationally
valid norm data on the test. The random sampling _technique
plus the size of the sample guarantee that the Swedish group
can be regarded as representative of the whole popUIatiOn Of
students taking the test; As only a very small percentage of

students do not sit for the test (for various legitimate _rea-

sons)i the large group of 34,000 students id very_nearly iden-

tical with the entire population of students_in the three- and
four-year lines of the Upper Secondary School.

The average age of the Swedish students was 17 and they Were
all in their second year of the "theoretical" Upper Secondary
School which is the educational option chosen by approximate-
ly 35% of the entire age group. (About 60% choose the less
academic and predominantly _vocational two-year lines of

study;) They were_in their eighth ear of English as a foreign

language and had_had some 500 hours of instruction (net) in

the_ language when _they touk the test. Most of them were also

studying German and/or French as a foreign language.

7;3 Procedures

The National Test is monolingual throughout, except for the
text on the front covers of the test booklets (supplying
identification data) and some back cover tabular space which
teachers use _when marking the test. This means that all in-
structions on how to take the test are in English. Consequent-
ly the only adaptation that had to be undertaken for the
assessments in England was to supply an all-English front
coVer and to blot ont two tables. When these changes had been

made, the original test papers used in Sweden could be used in
England as well. The adapted version of the test used in
England, i.e. the one bearing an English front cover, is
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exemplified in Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 (sub-tests 1:2 and

3:2 only).

In addition to the instructions contained in the test book-

lets, all students received oral information about testing

procedures. The information given to the English students was

a direct translation of the information which Swedish students
received. Instructions for the English teachers who adminis-

tered the test were of course also in English (cf Appendix 1).

The time allowed for the various parts was 35 minutes for each

of the three sub-tests, that is 1 (including 1:1 and 1:2), 2

(including 2:1 and 2:2) and 3 (including 3:1 and 3:2). Between

sub-tests 2 and 3 there was a break of 15 minutes. The total

testing time (including the break) was thus 2 hours.

As far as it was possible; the tests were thus administered

under the same conditions in England as in Sweden; The local

coordinator in Manchester was carefully informed about the

purpose of the experiment and also about the nature and

function of the tests;

A total of seven native English teachers participated as ad-

ministrators and_invigilators; They were all provided _with

written information and instructions as to aims and procedures

(cf Appendix I) and also as to what information to convey to

the students; The material consisted of a translation of the

original instructions used by Swedish teachers.

AlI test materials (including test booklets, instructions, the

Questionnaire and tapes for the Listening Comprehension Test)

were supplied by our department. Immediately after the comple-

tion of the assessments, the materials were returned to us_for

marking and evaluation. The results (in the form of individual

means, as well as group means per sub-section in comparison

with the results obtained by the sample of Swedish students)

were fed back to the staff in charge of the native groups and

to the students themselves.
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8 RESULTS

8;1 PreIiMinary remarks

By way of introduction, we will discuss very briefly a few
points that may help the reader interpret the significance of
the resUlts that we are going to present. They relate to the
question of the level of difficulty Of the test, to the ques-
tion Of what types Of interpretation the results alloW, and to
the Significance of two important:Statistical measures, viz.
the coefficients for reliability and point biserial correIa-
tith.

8.1.1 Level of difficulty

AS _was indicated in the IntrodUttion, the National Test is a
proficiency test (rather than an _Athievement test) and itS
general purpose is to differentiate, as clearly as possible,
between students of different ability levels. In order to
Athieve this aim, the test mutt_be devised to yield a maximum
spread of individual resuIts. This_ condition obtains when the
Average score is equal to half the number of tasks (points)
plus the number of points that pure guessing on the multiple-
choice items would contribUte. For the test under invettiga-
tion the theoreticai_vAIU6 thus calculated is 55.7) Out -eh=
pirical value (see be1OU) was somewhat higher than thit ideal
and the distribution Of itbres forms a pattern lohiCti is
slightly_asymmetrit_and Oriented towards the right (in tethhi-
cal terms, is negatively skewed). The test is, in Other words,
a little too easy for itt purpose. It might be added, for -col-
parison, that a tedt Set by a class teacher in order tb meas-
ure achievement during a course is normally A good deal
easier;
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8.1.2 Types of interpretation

Related to the above point is the question of how the test

results may be interpreted. As has been pointed out several

times, the National Test is first and foremost an instrument

for equalizing teachers' standards of grading, and the results

carry meaning primarily as comparative measures in a norm-

referenced context; The items in the test have been chosen on

the basis of their proven reliability and facility properties

(as substantiated by prior field-testing) and not only on the

basis of their suitabiIity_frOM_a didaCtiC_point of view; _(It

may be added_that in practice these two criteria for selection

rarely come into conflict _With each _other.) The test may

therefore very well include, for instance, a few words or

idioms that the_testees_(or some of the tetteas) haVe not met

before in their studies of English._ Conversely, not aII

aspects of the curriculum are reflected in the structure _of

the test. However, these circumstances do not,_generally

speaking, detract from the power of the test as an instrument

for norm-referenced evaluation (whereas they_ would_if the

testing were part of a criterion-referenced evaluation

process).

Brief mention should also be made of the fact that the inter-

pretation of test results must take into account certain

random measurement errors which are likely to affect both

individual scores and group means. Such random deviation from

what might be considered the "true score" is always larger in

the case of an individual studenc's score than in the case of

a mean score calculated on the basis of the results obtained

by a group of students. The reason is that in a group there

tends to be some degree of balance between negative and posi-

tive random scores, which means a smaller deviation from the

"true score". Computation of the so-called standard error of

measurement in the Swedish group (cf Guilford 1965: 443ff),

i.e. the standard error associated with the individual score,

yielded a value of 4.38. This Means, expressed in conventional

"probabilistic" terms, that we may be 95 per cent confident

4 8
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that the individual student'S _"true" score lies within the
limits of the result obtained ±1.96X438 +8.58 points, i.e.
within a span of 17 points; catICUlation of the standard error
of the mean score achieved by a :stout of 25 students (cf
Guilford 1965:144ff) resulted in a_Value of 3.5P and a con-
fidence interval of +1;96x3-.58 +702, i.e. a span of 14
points.

8.1.3 Test reliability

Finally; a few words about the reliability indices that we
will be quoting (for more detailt On various estimates of
reliability; see for it:Stance Guilford, 1965; or Ferguson;
1966; the following diSCUssiOn is based on these sources). The
reliability coeffiCieht it batically a correlation coefficient
(or; more precisely; the proportion of obtained variance of
scores which is trim variance) and it takes values ranging
from 0 to 1; In demputino the reliability of our test we used
the formula knovh AS Xuder-Richardson 20; and in a few cases a
simplified form Of thiS referred to as Kuder-Richardson 21
(estimates frati the latter are generally somewhat lower than
those from the fririter). The size of the reliability coeffi-
cient is a fuhetion of the number of items in the test atia
also of the Site of the standard deviation; that is; the MOre
items there _are, and the greater the standard deviation; the
highet the reliability coefficient is_likely to be; Thid Means
that We Cannot directly compare reliability coeffiCientt cal-
culated oh tests of different lengths (they win be 16Wer in
shorter_ tests, all other things being equal), nor can we Com
pare_reliability coefficients calculated on testS_ that have
resulted in very different standard deviations if, for exam:
ple, this is due to the fact that either teSt is too difficult
(i.e. has resulted in a very low average score) or too easy
(i.e. his resulted in a very high average score). In both of
these latter cases there is _a reStriction of the range of
variance which has a lowering effedt On the reliability coef-
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ficient. It may finally be added that the reliability coeffi-
cient is in effect a measure of the homogeneity of the sample
of test items (i.e. the test). This means that we will obtain

the highest reliability index when the items are highly inter-

correlated and measure the same trait or skill. (The two other

important contributors to an optimal reliability index are
equal difficulty of items aad, as indicated above, maximal
standard deviation).

8.1.4 Item reliability

Occasionally, reference will be made to a statistic known as

the point biserial correlation (abbreviated r-bis---). This is a
p

measure of the correlation between the results on an individ-
ual item and the results on all the items added together, i.e .

the test score. Values may be positive or negative and vary
within limits which approach -1 and +1. A high positive value

indicates that those who answer the item correctly also have
high total scores and, conversely, that those who fail to

answer the item correctly have lower total scores; In other
words; a high coefficient indicates that it is the more pro-
ficient students who master the item and this is alvays a

desirable condition from the language tester's point of vielo

A low coefficient (approaching _0) tells_ us that _the good
students dO no better on the item than the poor Students (end
this is of course unacceptable if the test_ ig _aimed to _be

homogeneous and valid); Finally; it should be pointed Out that

one must always keep the number of observations ("scored") in

mind when_interpreting correlation zoefficients. Smell numbers

are usually tantamount to dubious Correlations.
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8.2 Summary of main results

As was expected, the native English students adhieVe Much
better results than the_ Swedish_studentS; The aVerage pro-
portion of correct responses_is 83;4 per cent in the forMer
group as against 61.3 per cent in the latter; The difference
in total test scores is 22 points;

The results are summarized in Table 2:

Table 2 Kain Test Results: Native and bit:it-Native Groups

Sub-Test No; of Mean Standard Mean Realiabil-
and Subjects Items score DeViation Score ity

and_ (1) (5) (%) KR20
Subj;

1:1 Vocabulary
Native (En)
Non-Native (Sw)

1:2 Integrative
Native
Non-Native

2:1 Reading Compr
Part 1

Native
Non-Native

18
158

3,409

35
15A

3.409

12
147

3.409

16;63 1;57 924 .58
9;67 3;72 537 .78*

29;21 4;52 835 .82
2/.47 7.43 61.4 .90*

8;46 2;16 70.5 ;57
859 3.37 71.6 ;67*

2:2 Reading Compr
Part 2 10

Native 147 8.13
Non-Native 3.409 5.67

3:1 Listening Compr 11
Native 154
Non-Native 3.409

3:2 Vocab.-Grammar
Native
Non-Native

14
155

3.409

171
2;50

813 .60
567 73*

9;47 1;42 861 ;47
7;77 1;88 706 ;53*

11;39 2;16 81.4 ;65
8;18 324 584 ;74*

Total 100
Native 142
Non-Native 3.409

83;36 _9;57 83.4 ;86**
61;34 17;89 61.3 ;94**

* Computed on random_sample_of 172 studeritt
** Computed according to the KR2I formula
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As the table makes pltlin, the native speakers' superior lin-

guistic ability shows up very clearly in the figures, and we
may therefore conclude that the test is valid in the sense

stated in our objectives_(Chapter 4). Testees whose command of

English is at an advanced level dc obtain high test scores.

The reliability indices are, by and large, very satisfactory.

The fact that they are generally lower in the native sample is
explained by the high means, which result in a restriction of

the range of variation in individual scores. In other words,

the test is not difficult enough to differentiate among the

best (native) students and this has the effect that the top

students do not achieve higher scores than the next-to-top

students, as it were. The significantly higher reliabilities
in the Wedish group indicate that this problem is 1acgely

non-existent when the test is used on the home ground. Further

confirmation for this conclusion is provided by Figure 6 (see
Appendix 5), which shcws that the individual results for

Swedish students are well spread over the entire test score

range, while at the same time nobody reaches the maximal score

of 100 points.

Although the native students obtain significantly higher over-
all reaultsi the table also shows that the size of the rela-
tive difference between the native and the -:on-native scores
varies markedly as we move from one sub-test to another, that
isi the differences are not proportional to the number of

items in the various sub-tests. Figune 2 illustrates the devi7

ations more clearly (the percentage Eigureft have been rounded
off to the nearest whole numbers):
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Figure 2 Main Test Results: Proportion of Correct Responses
per Sub-Test

The most clear-cut difference is in the first sub-test (which
measures word knowledge by means of multiple Choice taskS).
The English students here reach their highest score, while at
the same time the Swedish students record their very lowest
score. The result was very much the same in the York study_and
one may conclude that the sub-test in question has consider-
able discriminating power;

At the other extreme, showing no difference at all, or even a
negative one seen from the -,11glish studentv_point of view, is

sub-test 2:1 (which measures understanding of ordinary prose).
The English students are far below their total test average
(hitting their "low-water mark"), and the Swedish students aie
equally far above their average level (reaching their highest
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score). This remarkable outcome is at variance with the
corresponding result in York (where a sizable difference was
obtained; cf Table 1). Reliability is relatively low (more so
in the native group). It should be noted that restriction of
range (cf explanation of th;- concept in Section 8.1) is not,
in this case, a serious problem in the native group, the mean
score being as low as 70.5% of the maximal score. (In other

cases, low reliabilitr indices may be explained by toe high
mean scores, preventing a natural distribution of individual
scores.) A check of the results on individual items_ showed
that the point biserial correlations (cf section 8.1) are
relatively low; they are, for instance, lower than in sub-test
2:2, although this latter test is probably negatively affected

by its higher mean. They are, furthermore, noticeably lowr in

the native group than in the non-native group.

Since it might be suspected that fatigue or boredom may have
played a part in the weak native performance on the long
Reading Test; a check was made Of the average _correct score
frequency in the first vs;_the_second half of the test. 'ale
hypothesis was ot borne oUt by the data. The average correct
reponse rate was even higher in the later part of the test
(67.4% vs. 73;4% in the two halves, respectively).

The inevitable conclusion it thit the first section of the
Reading Comprehenrion Tedt (2:1) did not
native group (and not terribly well in
either; judging by reliability and

rpbis
sibie reasons for this Will be discussed

function well in the

the non-native group,

figures). The pos-

in Chapter 11.

The remaining four sub-tests result in a fairly uniform
pattern as far as mean score differences are concerned. The
rank order, in terms of average correct response rates, is the

same in the two grouos and in the order 3:1 (Listening Compre-

henSion Test), 1:2 (Integrative Test), 3:2 (Vocabulary-Grammar

Test); 22 (Reading Comprehension Test, sentences). This meas-
ure of agreement may perhaps be taken as en indication of a

certain homogeneity in the test. It may furthermore be noted
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that part 2 of the dadIng Tesi (i.e. sub-test 2:2) results in
a very substantial difference, the second largest after the
vocabulary test (1:1), in sharp contrast to the outcome e- the
first part (i.e. sub-test 2:1). This is in,:ererestinq but
'Iardly surprising in view of the fact that rub-tests 1:1 and
2:2 are similar in form. Both are based on short snippets of

text (often only one sentence) in which a word or a phrase has
been deleted, and in both the testees choose the right answer
among five options supplied. The main difference between the
two in one of fccus. In 1:1 the difficulty lies in the re-_
sponse !?art of each item (choosing J!...,a.ung difficult wards and
phrases; the stimulus text preLents no problem); /A 22 the
stimulus, the texti is the real test; whereas the options, in
themselves, are unproblematic for the most part-. The diffee-
ence is not always apparent; however; and it would seem worth-
while to attempt a still clearer distinction between the tWO

_ _

types of item. As it ifa now; sub-tests ItI and 2:2 probably
tap much the same skills; The correlation coefficient fnr_ the

relationship between results on the two tests is quite high
(r...69); taking into account the small number of iteke in 2:2,
and this supports the hypothesis

Sub-teec 1:1 is, furCiermore, cognate with sub-test 3:2, whiel

also measures knowledge of vOcabulary (in addition to grammar)
and is based on very brief texts. (There is aleo a crucial
difference between the two in that 1:1 consists of multiple
choice tasks, whereaa 3:2 consists of gap-filling tasks.) As
in the previous experiMent in York, the native scores are

lower and the non-native scores htgher in the latter sub-test,

i.e. the Vocabulary-Grammar Test does not discriminate as well
as the Vocabulary Test between native and non-native profi-
ciency.

The results on the Vocabulary-Grammar Test will be analysed in
more detail in Section 9.3 below.

The second smallest difference, i.e. after the exceptional
case of the first Reading Test, is obtained on the Listening
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Comprehension Test, _where the Englidh Students are only some
15 % better than the_Swedish stUdentt. It it feitly Obvious
that this figure_ does not reflett the "ttue" d1ffetehce be-

tween the_groups _in general ability to understand spoken
English (although it Mirrors the different-6 on the particular

tasks at hand). As Sigure 3 sheWs, the English and Swedish
tetUltd overlap to u large extent:

Figure-1

Listening Comprehension Test Results:
Percentage of Subjects per Tesi Score

Wheteas _the Listening Test thus proved to be of average dif-

fitUlty for the Manchester students, it was more of a hurdle
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to the native students in the York Study (df Table 1 in Se6-
tion 3;1); The expIanatfon fot thiS lies; in all likelihood,
in the tests themselves. It vat felt ationg the tedt COnstruc-

tors that the 1983 verSiOn (Uteri in York) was perhaps not a

particularly _good_ one; the 1985 verdion (used i4 ManChester)
was more lively and also more authentic in that it involved
the use of regionally colouree English. However, this latter

version caused some harsh reactions from Swedish teachers, who
complained (in the_ Questionnaire) that the test was unfair

because, as they said (in summary) "the rate of speech was too
high, voices were emotionally affected, and understanding was
it -,ided by the dialeCt" (further details about attitudes will
be _given_ in Chapter 10). In 1983, there were very few com-
plaints about the listening part of the test.

It is interesting to compare the results on the two listening
tests against this background. There is compelling evidence
that the students themselves did not find the 1985 version
unduly difficult (in spite of the fact that it tested at a

high level of comprehension). As Tables 1 and 2 show, both the
Swedish and the British 1985 averages are actually up on the
1983 scores by 1 or 2 points. The Swedish level is raised from
64.3% to 70.6% of the maximal score and the native English
level from 74.1% to 86.1% of the maximal score. The reliabil-

ity indices are also slightly higher in the later version of
the test.

In sum: the 1983 version of the test used relatively simple
language, but the questions were relatively difficult. In the
1985 version it was the other way round.

Froth these figures it is difficult to draw any other coneIU-

sion than this: the 1985 version of sub-test 3:1 iS teChhidal-

ly a more approrriate and more valid measure of littera:1g com-
prehension than the corresponding I9P3 vertion Th'd doed not
in any way mean that we can ignore; or Make light of; evalu-

ative statements of the kind made in the QueSticinnaire. On the
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contrary, they_ must always be taken into very careful consid-
eration, when the various qualitiet of a teat are finally
weighed up;

The Integrative Test scores are very cl.ose to the total mean
in both groupS_(which is not_so surprising in view of the fact
that the number of items in the sub-test makes up more than a

third of
_the total number of items in the whole test; cf com-_ _ _ _ __

ments in Section 8.1). Reliability indices are, furthermore,
very high for a sub-test, and although this, again, is partly

_ _ _ _

eXplaihed by the relatively large number of items, there is
reasOh to believe that the mode of assessing foreign language
skillS_whiCh the Integrative Test represents is a fairly de-
pendable one.

More details on the Integrative Test results are given in

chapter 9.

8.3 Advanced native students' results

As vas mentioned in Section 7.1, the native sample contained a
_ _

sub-grOUp_of nine gifted "upper sixth form" students. They
wer4 17-18 years old_and were preparing for higher acadeMic

edUdation. As these students' test results might be expected
to _differ from_those obtained by the larger group, a separate

analysid was made involving only this sub-sample of nine stu-
dents. The results are

Table 3: Main Test

set out in Table 3:

Results: Advanced Native Group (N 9)

Sub-Test (No of items)
Mean
score
(R)

Standard
Deviation

(s)

Mean Score
(%)

1:1 Vocabulary (18) 17.56 0.72 97.5
1:2 Integrative (35) 33.67 1.00 96.2
2:1 Reading Compr 1 (12) 10.45 1.01 87.1
2:2 Reading Compr 2 (10) 9.67 0.71 96.7
3:1 Listening Compr (11) 10.56 0.73 96.0
3:2 Vocabulary-Gramm (14) 13.44 0.73 96.0

Total (100) 95.33 2.12 95.3
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Overall, the resUIts in this select group are some 12% higher
than in the large group (of which the smaller group was a
part); This may be taken as further proof that the National

_ _ _

Test in English is indeed a test on which very proficient
students obtain very high scores. The relationship between
testees'_knowIedge of English and successful performance on
the test is undoubtedly a very simple one: the better the
English the higher the score. It should perhaps be emphasized
again, at this point, that the test is primarily designed for
establishing group-meah-G (and standard deviations) and that
one should, therefore, be a little cautious when interpreting
individual results (as well as results obtained by small
groups). The individual score may actually deviate from the
"true score" by several points, due to chance variation (cf
explanation in Section 8.1.2).

Another feature that catches the eye in Table 3 is the result
on the Reading Comprehension Testi part I. Although the
more advanced students manage to raise the proportion of
correct responses considerably; we are still some way off the
near-perfect target advocated by many testing eXperta (Cf
Chapter 4). All the other sub-tests are on a strikingly etre:
level (cf Figure 4)i and about 10% higher than the Reading
Test (the long text):
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Figure 4 Main Test Results: Advanced Native
Comparison with Non-Native Group

Group in

Apparently, excellent reading skills, which must be taken for

granted 'in this case, are not a sufficient condition for per-

fect scores on the present Reading Test; The question of what

other abilities may be needed is discussed in Chapter II;

It is interesting; furthermore, that the Listening Test, which
has several features in common with the Reading Test (2:I),
compares so well with other sub-tests. The story was quite

different in the York Study, as will be remembered (ef Table I

in section 2.1); the York students were considerably less suc-

cessful on the Listening Test than on the other sub-tests.

Further reference to the results obtained by the advanced
group will be made; for control purposes, in the subsequent
sections of the report
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9 THE RESULTS ON THE PRODUCTIVE PARTS OF THE TEST

9.1 Aims of analysis

As explained in Chapter 4; the experiment produced_data which

can be used for interpretation of the subjects' performanCe in
absolute terms, in addition to evaluation in relative terms
(which is the primar7 objective of the test). Absolute evalu-
ation was- particularly interesting in the national perspec-
tive, i.e. as a possible way of determining the quality Of the

"products" of foreign language instruction in Swedish schools.

Moreover, concrete data on the characteristics of the ErigIigh
produced by groups of young native speakers today is of Wide
interest, not least to language testers and to practising
teachers of English.

The more detailed qualitative analysis of actual language
samples was made possible through the tWo sub-tests which
require the students to formulate their _owm "answers" (the
Integrative Testi 1:2i and the Grammar Vocabaary Test, 3:2)
instead of choosing between given alternatives. The two tests
will be analysed separately;

Since the Swedish sample of studentS comprised_ several thou-
sand individualsi it was necessary to restrict the detailed
analysis of the many varieties of answers to each item to a
much smaller sub-sample; preferably one_which was of approxi-
mately the same size as the English sample. To this end, a

1/200 sample was drawn, by random selection, from the original

sample of upwards of 3,400 students. Thereby a more manageable
group of 176 students was obtained. It should be noted that
only randOM sampling procedures were used in order to arrive
at thiS SUitable number of subjects. Even though the group is
extremely small in relation to the total number of students
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taking the test (the proportion being 1:2,000), we may there-

fore safely assume that the group analysed faithfully repre-

sents the population of testees in every important respect. As
pointed out in section 6.2, the large group of some 34,000
students who took the test is, furthermore, nearly identical

With the_entire age group of students in the 3- and 4-year
lines_ of the Upper Secondary School, which makes the analysis
All the more interesting.

9.2 Integrative Test results

9.2.1 Introductory notes

The Integrative Test (cf Appendix 2) measures a spectrum of

abilities, and it is not always easy to single out and define
each of these. However, there is little doubt that a substan-
tial portion of general reading comprehension is normally
needed in order to do the test successfully. (If the text is
very easy in relation to the proficiency level of the stu-
dents, reading comprehension will be a less decisive factor.)

Other skills areas that are obviously directly involved are
word. knowledge (active as well as passive), control of gram-

mar, facility in understanding and using idioms, and spelling.
Both receptive and productive skills are required. The label

Integrative is certainly well chosen for a test of this kind.

It is in the nature of thingsi howeveri that this type of test

also allows quite drastic shifts of emphasis within the wide
sphere of language ability indicated. It is possible; for in-

stance, to stress the functional aspect by placing the blanks
within certain types of set phrases and idioms /ike (21)"I
was only (pulling) your leg" and (24)"It did cross my

(mind)" or to put a premium on formal ski/Is; e.g
grammatical accuracyi by concentrating on items_such as (3)"

it's like (being) married to a sailor" or (9)"Are
you thinking of ileaving) home; then?" LikeWite; one
may favour certain sub-areas Within the MajOr areat (e.g.
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basce grammar in preference to advanced gramMat Otd). The
present_ test could probably best be described at_ii balanced
blend Of functiOnally and structurally oriented tatkt.

One of the native teachers who commented on_the_tedt expressed
some concern over the idiomatic stionp of _the _language used:
"Problems may arise with the Integrative Tett_because of idio-
matic usages common to this area, and; prittibly, age group.
The students do not always seem to_be_aCqUeinted with the
idioms that clearly the sentence required fiat_ Completion."
Another teacher thought that the NatiOnal Test as a whole was
"More colloquial than expected with fat greater use of idioms
than in the teaching of foreign IangUaget in England".

/t should be noted that the actual Wördd that are required in
the gaps all belong to high-frequeney bandd (i.e. they are all
very common, generally speaking)._ThUS the test is not, in
spite of its appearance, a vocabTaaty tett - at least not in
any sttict sense of _the _word; It theuld perhaps -.1so be
pointed out that many of the gtbminbt points involved are not
very advanced either;

The test is reproduced in Appendix 2.

9.2.2 Overall results

_

The results achieved by the tWo groupd are set out in Table 4:
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Table 4 Results per Item in the Integrative Test (1:2):

Percentage of Correct Answers and Omissions in
Native and Non-Native Groups (N = 134 and 172

respectively)

Item

NO
Group Aver.(%) Omissions Item Group Aver.(%) Omissions
NAt: NAO-NAf; Nat -son-Nat. NbNat. Non-Nat. Nat. Non-Nat.

1 93.5 64.5 3,2 2.9 19 96.8 83.1 0.6 1.7
2 89.0 33.1 2.6 3.5 20 87.7 64.5 0 _ 2.3
3 93.5 81.4 3.2 2.3 21 93.7 38.4 0.6 3.5
4 94.2 72.7 2.6 7.6 22 66.9 48.8 1.3 1.7
5 89.6 65.7 3.2 7.0 23 95.5 88.4 0.6 4.7
6 79.2 25.0 10.4 8.1 24 99.4 64.5 0.6 0
7 81.2 66.9 3.2 3.5 25 68.2 76.7 1.9 0
8 62.3 59.3 5.2 5.8 26 95.5 52.3 0 7.6
9 86.4 72.1 3.9 5.8 27 88.3 29.7 0.6 5.2
10 94.2 70.3 3.2 4.7 28 92.2 83.7 1.9 2.3
11 72.1 75.0 3.2 2.9 29 86.4 73.3 4.5 7.6
12 86.4 49.4 3.2 3.5 30 95.5 80.2 1.3 4.1
13 52.6 72.1 4.5 9.3 31 71.4 73.3 5.2 1.7
14 83.8 82.6 2.6 4.1 32 93.5 68.0 1.3 4.1
15 61.7 62.8 5.2 4.7 33 81.8 59.3 1.9 4.7
16 94.8 89.5 0 0.6 34 68.2 47.1 1.3 5.2
17 79.9 52.9 0.6 5.2 35 85.7 76.7 1.3 1.2
18 86.4 54.1 0 0.6 Total 83.5 64.5 2.4 4.0

The percentage of omitted answers is not very high (on average

some 3%); Only in one cage does it reach the 1C%_ level (on

item 8, which obviously baffled both native and non-native
students); The_ prcportion of omissions is, however, much
smaller in the other productive sub-test, the Vocabulary-
Grammar Test (3:2; cf_Section 9.3). This difference probably
shows that the students found the tasks in the Integrative

Test somewhat more confusing, or difficult to respond to, than
those in the Vocabulary-Grammar Test.

Close inspection of the figures shows that there is very
little, if any, correspondence between native and non-native

results. (Calculation of the so-called Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient yields a value of r = .13; Spearman's

rank correlation coefficient is .23) The following scattergram

(Figure 5) illustrates this lack of agreement:
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Figure 5: The Relationship between Native and Non-native
Item Mean Percentages on the Integrative Test
(1:2)

In about a third of the cases, the values depart from group
averages in opposite directions in the two grimpi (i.e. the
percentage of _correct _answers is higher than average in the
native group_and lower then average in the non-native group;
or vice versa); Thete_data_suggest that native and non-native
students_ often experienced quite different problems when
taking this sub-tett; The matter will be further elucidated in
Sections 9;2;3 - 9;2.6, Which identify the linguistic areas in
which the difference between native and non-native competence
stands out most clearly.

Another (familiar) trend is for non-native students to show
much greater_Variation in ability than native students; The
non-natiVe facility indexes; i.e. the proportions Of derreCt
Stores (henceforth "pass rates"), range from 25;0% on itern 6
tb _89.5% on item 16 (i.e. the span covered tWO third6 of the
'Able range). The corresponding native figures are 52,6% (on
item 13) and 99.4 (on item 24). In this case; the Span covers
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the upper half of the scale; the observations tend to cluster
within the 80-95% range.

These figures tell us, among other things, that native com-

petence is relatively homogeneous in the areas covered by the

test (which was expected) and that non-native competence, as

demonstrated by the present sample of Swedish students, is

characterized by great variation depending on what particular

problems we are dealing with.

The widest gaps between native and non-native performance

levels are to be found on items 21, 27, 2, and 6 (in descend-

ing order of magnitude, all exceeding a difference of 50%).

These four items will be examined individually below.

9.2.3 Item 21: 'to pull someone's lego

Item 21 tested the students' knowledge of the idiom 'pull

someone's leg', 4 very common figure of speech which means 'to

make fun of a person in a playful way'. The sentence in which

it occurred runs as follows:

PAM: (laughs] Come on, Ken, I was only

your Ieg.

Only one native speaker out of 154 got it wrong_and supplied

'putting' (which obviously was a sheer slip of the pen and

not really a linguistic mistake). Undoubtedly, the expression

is_very well known by competent users of ne language and it

belongs to the natural repertoire of 7'nguittic fOrms which

all adult native speakers possess (cf _Irujo, 1986288; !AO

investigated transfer in the acguitItion of idioms, among

others 'pull somebody's legt.)

The non-native students were definitely inferior to the native

students in respect of idiomatic command of the language, as

tneir much lower pass rate (38.4%) on the same task shows (cf
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also the pronounced differences on items 26 and 24, whiOh both_
involve idiomatic eXpressions). Only one in three (or a little
more) was familiar with the phrase and could insert the miss-
ing word_in its tettect_form. On the other hand; almOst every-
one (94%) had drintrol of the grammar involved; i.e. used a
present patticipla forM of a verb (an ing-form) in their an-__
swers. (many a brave attempt at a lucky shot score was made;
c;g. i wet Only /biting, breaking, crossing; kicking; twist-
ing; sersitChing, testing .../ your leg".)

9.2.4 Item 27: 'as if'

A vats, pronounced difference between scores was a/so Obtained
on itta 27, Which required insertion of the subordinating &in-
junction '88' in the following question:

KEN: Well; it's not if we were cad pals;
id it?

The Missing word is, thus, part of a subordinating phrase
SO-balled compound subordinator).

The task did not pose a problem in the native gtoup (Whore
AbOve_average performance was recorded); wherean it Wee a r4-81
Stuabling-block to the other group. Only 30% of the SWedish
StUdents answered it correctly. The main_probleM in thit gioup
WAS whether or not 'like' could be used (it_Qa8 dhoten bY 32%
Of the students). The reason is that both 'At! And t:iket may
correspond to one and the same word in SWedish; viz. 'sore,
which can either be used as a conjunction in AdVerbial clauses
of comparison (corresponding_tn_ 'as') _Or_ AS a preposition
expressing comparison in_a prepositional phiast (corresponding
to tliket; for further_expIanation_and examples, see Svartvik
and Sager 1983:336). In about A_third Of the cases, the Swed-
ish students iailed to reraize that it was a subordinator that
was missieg.
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The main lesson to be learnt from the outrime of this item is

that Swedish students have great diZficulty in handling this

particular instance of clause connection. In the main, the

problem arises from inability to make the right distinction

between the words 'as' (used as a conjunction) and 'like'

(used in a prepositional function). A contributing factor may

be the possibility of using 'like' in place of 'as if' in very

informal language, particularly in American English. (The com-

bination 'like if' is not possible, of course.)

9.2.5 Item 2: 'hardly ever'

Item 2 was another poser; it was only solved by n third of the

students in the Swedish group:

PAM: ... His job takes him all over the cou..try, and

abroad too, sometimes, so he's hardly et

home.

The single word that best fits into this frame is 'ever', and

this was chosen by the vast majority (86%) of the English stu-

dents; (Other rather less appropriate but acceptable sugges-

tions were 'living' and tseent.) The adjunct 'hardly ever' ex-

presses a distinct time concept and it has wide applicability

in that it is not restricted to any particular linguistic

register or to any particular mode of language use. In view of

this; it is hardly surprising that the native students passee

the iteM With flying colours; (The few unaccepted replies dis-

Closed,a_different; and not entirely illogicali train of

thought.)

What id surpriSing; however; is the fact that this very fre-

quent adVetb phrAde Wad SUCh a hard nut to crack in the Swed7

ish group. The rnswers Showed that the Students were not in

doubt as to what tondept Or nation WiS implie4 compre-

hension of the text was not a_ pebblet)_Thils 29t of those vho

failed put down 'never' in the gap, Others susgeStcl tree:Iyt

6 8
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and fselcore. Some of the answers; bUt feWet than expected
(3-4%), reflected influence from the SWedish languire (0any';
'anything' etc).

ThUS item 2 (testing the time adverb 'hardly evet') seeMs to
have revealed a weak spot in Swedish Students' command of_

_

English. In practice, this "lacuna" iS probably filled by use
Of the logical equivalent 'almost never'.

9 1.6 Item 6: 'when he does turn up'

The last task that exhibited a very large difference between
English and Swedish pass rates waS item 6. The context was
thit:

PAM: ... You never have a chance to get fed

(M) with a husband who's only ht hone occasionally.
They're like a couple of proper loVehirds when he

turn up.

The only possible completions are, Conceivably, 'does' and
'can'. The task requires close readihg Of the text. Adverbs
like 'eventually'i 'suddenly';_ahd 'Motetimes' (suggested by
4% of the native students and 33% Of the hon-native students)
are of course incorrect here_beeaUge of the infinitive follow-
ing the blank. The crucial element tested is the emphatic use
of the auxiliary (i.e. 'do' in the first place).

It should be noted that the iteei turned out to be on the dif-
ficult side in both groups (ektreMely difficult in the non-
native group; a_little below aVer6-ge in the native group);
This is reflected not_OnIy in the small number of correct re-
sponses, but_also in the lAto number of omissions. Evidently,
some of the_studeuts_gbt Confused at the task and did not_knOW
how to respond; in the natiVe group this is the main explana-
tion of the poor result.
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In the S,,,edish group, the pass rate was exceptionally low
(lower than on the very difficult 'as if' probIemdiscussed
aLove) and this is of course the most remarkable observation
in connection with item 6. The low score can hardly be due to
lack of understanding of the text surrounding the gap (i.e.
poor reading comprehension, generally); nor can it be_attrib-
uted to difficult vocabulary or unfamiliar idiomatic language
(as in the case of item 21). The direct cause may therefore_be

inability to recognize a syntactic pattern which typically
fits in with the use of the auxiliary 'do' fol.. emphasis. An-

other plausible explanation may in fact be lack of ingenuity.
It goes w.i.thout saying that the task does Stretch one's power

of imagination a little. It shoUId fUrthermore be noted that

the task is different from the other tasks in_the test in that
the missing word is lexically e fy (cf for instance Crystal
1985:108)) it only has grammatical function.

The analysis of results carried out so far suggests that Swed-
ish students are; in comparison with native students, fairly
weak as far as same quite fundamental points_ of grammar are
concerned; (Of course knowledge of_grammar is only one ingre-
dient in the skill it takes to complete the tafAs successful-
ly; as pointed out earlier; it seems to be the key ability,
however; jOdging by the types of error committed.) Not sur-

prisingly, they are also very much weaker than native students

the area of idiomatic use of the language.

9.2.7 "Reversed" results

AS a contrast to the foregoing analysis, it may be interesting
to look at items that resulted in a reversed difference, i.e.

items on which the non-native students were actually ahead of

the native students. The most characteristic of these are Nos.
13, 25, and 11.

The reversed pattern of results (favouring the Swedish stu-

dents) involved one item (No. 13) where nearly a third laZ the
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native students Misread the text (or did not read it closely
enough); Instead of inSerting 'too in the frame '... if it
isn't personal 8 quettion', they produced 'a'i which
showed that they did hot nötide that the article was already
there; The Swedish students mastered the difficulty (essen-
tially a word order probleM) Oita well.

Both of the remaining items (25 lnd 11) require attention to

- as wen as active control of - tag questions, No. 25 direct-
ly and No. 1I indirectly. Again the Swedish students were
quite adept at supPlying acceptable answers. The non-native
students were rather less successful; in 25. this was due to

ihConsistent_or inappropriate choice of tense (present instead
of past) and in 11, choice of the wrong verb (shouldn't' in-
stead of 'won't').

The fact that we get a small number of reversed scores is by
no means sensational. They may actually constitute more or
IeSs fortuitous outcomes, considering the number of factors
that influence the totality of responses in a relatively com-
prehensive test battery (cf discussion in Section I0;3I)
There is also the possibility - or iven the likelihood - thaZ
they are, in part at leasti an effect of the type of refer-
encing made when the test was developed (I;e; refereheihg
Against a non-native population). As pointed out by 011er
(1979):

If the variance in the performance of natives_iS not
completely similar to_the_varianee_in the perferkahdo
of non-nativeSi it follows_that-_items_which work Well-
in relation to tbe_variance_in_one_wilI not necetaatily
work well in relation_to the variance_on the other; In
fact, we should predict that_some_of the items that are
easy for native speakers should_be_difficuIt for hi:Ai-
natives and vice versa, A somei_of the items in the
test will tend to_gravitate toWard_portions of Varian-be
in the reference population_that are not charbeterittid
of normal language use by_native_speakers; nence;_seoe
of the items on a_test referenced_against non-native_
performance will be more difficult for natives_than fat
non-natives, and many of the items_en such_teStS may
have little or nothing to do_with actual_abiIity to
communicate in the tested language; p 201f)
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It would seem that the above contention relates, to the extent

it is correct; more to content validity than to construct

validity (cf Chapter 2); A test which measures the attainment

of certain given skills ("a content" defined by some specific

criteria), rather than a hypothesized general ability (a con-

struct), is probably more likely to contain some items whiCh

reauIt in aberrant native scorer.

9;2.8 Conclusions

Our analysis of Integrative Test results may be summed up as
follows:

There was hardly any correlation between native and non-native

performance at the item level. High and low achievements did

not coincide systematically. Items that we e e,, 11 the

native group were often difficult in the non-native g p and

vice versa. This may probably be taken to mean that the typ-

ical Swedish student has developed a structure of skills which
differs from that of the native English speaker. The reason

for this is obviously the fact that the Swedish student has

learnt the language in a more or less artificial situation

(rather than in a natural language learning environment).

Thus, it might in fact be Argued that the ability of our non-

native students to answer certain Integrative Test items

correctly is only loosely related to the kind of ability
native speakers display when they use the language in a

"normal" linguistic situation. It is probably inevitable that

this should be so, at least to a certain extent, given the

conditions for foreign language learning in schools, but the

observation merits close attention.

Item pass rates werei furthermore, widely variable in the

Swedish group (and much less so in the English group). Areas
which seemed to cause problems were idiomatic usage and cer-

tain grammatical structures (such_as the subordinator 'as if',

thn time aovei) i 'hardly eytt.,, and emphatic ,f3');
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There is little evidence that Swedish students did not, by and
large, comprehend the text on which the items were based. (The
cloze testing technique, of which the Integrative Test is a

variety, was originally devised as a method for measuring
readability; cf Taylor 1953.) The foremost hindrance to higher

regults was a certain lack of formal language skills. /n other

words, what the present Integrative Tesi seemi to be measur-
ing, above all, is knowledge of language forms, i.e. words

(mostly very common ones), P hrases, grammar, spelling etc. If,
on the other hand, the tett had been based on a text of a
slightly higher level of difficulty, the eleient of reading
comprehension would probably have been a more crucial deter-
minant of test scores.

9.3 Vocabulary-Grammar Test results

9.3.1 Introductory notes

The Vocabulary-Grammar Test (cf Appendix 3) measures; in keep-
ing with its designation, word knowledge and mastery of gram-
mar, but it also measures; to a limited degree; more func-_

tional linguistic abilities. One is the ability to handle and
express "ideational content" or, in more topical terminology;
general language notions (e.g. 'existence/ non-exiStende',
'possibility/ impossibility'); another is the ability to Ude

the language for a purpose or; in recent vernacular; ih_ Order
to perform language functions (e.g. 'make suggestions', 'atk
permission'). (For a practical exposition of the iiiiport And

_ _

nature of notionaI-functionaI categorieS in language learning,_
see van Eh and Alexander, 1980); The trile Of fOrtal accuracy
is further played down in thiS tub-tett in that spelling
errors are disregarded completely (eVen "grattatidal" Spilling

_ _

errors such as 'comeing'; et Section 5.3). In A Way, the name
of the test is; therefore, somewhat Of a mitnomer; at any
rate; it does _not capture the essence of all the skills it
takes to Solve the tasks successfully.
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It should also be noted that the type of task used imposes

certain conetraints on whet features of grammar and lexis_ one
may measure as the sample in Table 4 makes abundantly clear.

Given that one wants to test (as_in 3:2) not_ only individual
words but successions Of words connected with each other
(minimally two-word strings), it proves to be very difficult,
to begin with, not to involve in the task the verbal part of

the clause or sentence in which the blank appears. That is to

say, the frame that surrounds the blank may easily be modelled
to trigger various finite (sometimes non-finite) verb con-
structions; it _is far more difficult to see to it that the
frame requires the student to use, for instance, a complex
noun phrase such as a verbless modifier + noun construction
(on the pattern 'a terribly important meeting'). Other areas
Which secm hard to get at by the open multiple-woTA gap tech-

nique are word order and use of adverbs as modifiers. Similar-
ly, _at the lexical level, it is very difficult to elicit
anyt%ing else than .;iuite trivial high-frequency wocabularyr
taxing the student's ability to produce less common words sr&
phrases is next to impossible.

All this may not seem to be a serious disadvanto..., at least

not in the context of norm-referenced testing of pciency,
but we should be aware of the fact that it may t...chaps have

wider implications; theoretically it may lead to a certain

bias in the priorities the teacher makes in :.i e. instruction of
students. The limitations should of course also be kept in

mind when we interpret the outcome of our study.

9.3.2 Overall results

With these remarks in mindi we will now proceed to a scrutiny

of the results "item-wise". In Table 4 an attempt is made to

characterize the items on the basis of their most prominent

featuresi whichi in spite of what was said earIiet, ate Of a

grammatical kind in most cases; For practical reasons we will
restrict the identification to this aspect of the tasks. It
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should also he Mentioned that there are sometimes ways around
the grammatical Obstadles Specified. Particularly the native
speakers deIiveted; on and off, unpredicted correct answers
which did not require use of thu grammar anticipated; However;
the Overwhelming majority of responses did involve the strUC-
tures listed in the table.

Very few ansWers were missed out (13 out of a maximum of 2;170
in the native group, and 13 out of 2,464 in the non-native
group; i.e there was no response in roughly 0;5% of the
cases). /t was therefore judged un.lecessary to include the
frequencies of incorrect resi,onses; they simply make up the
remaining percentages up to 100%.
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Table 5 Results per Item in the Grammar-VocabuIary Test
(3:2): Percentage of Correct Answers in Native and

Non-Native Groups

Item

No.

Core

Content

Ma Stbte (%)
Native Non-Native

Group Group

(N=155) (N=176)

1 verb_pbrase_tpresent tense) rea-
lized as a 'do' or passiVe constr. 94.2 77.3

verb phrase (past perfect) + obj. 81.9 65.9

verb_phrase tfuture tense)
idiom 'make mistake' + def.art. 84.5 31.8

4 existentisl 'there' + idiom
'no point i 735 2.4

5 verb + infin.)
in conuiti.-.1a1 sentence 955 72.2

6 verb_pbrase (pr.tense)_with 'want',
'allow' etc + non-finite clause 91;0 56.2

7 non-finite verb constructio-
using idiom 'change one's 761 34.7

8 verb phrase_(!wouId!i!coLl,-
+ perf.inf.) in coneitional sent, 86.5 68.7

9 wm-finite verb construction af",",
°hate + idiom 'look after' 71.6 51.1

10 existential 'there'Pit, as prop
aubject + verb phrase (fut.tense) 865 75.6

11 idiom 'let's go tit, (making
suggestico) 910 801

12 interrogative clause construction 88;4 676
13 the superlative of adi. +

verb phrase (pres. pet-Eect tense) 80;0 55;7

14 idiom tpoIite phrase) 'do you
mind if I 38;7 69.9

Total 81.4 59.4
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Before going into a discussion of the results, we will make
some comments on the contents of the test as reflected in the
specification above.

As the table showsi the native students perform on a fairly
high and even level throughout_the test (except for the spec-
tacular "nossadive" on the last item, which will be diScussed
later). The Swedish students' performance is of course gener-__

ally less accurate and iS much more irregular. The rank cor-
relation between native and non-native item averages is .57,
indicating only very moderate agreement oetween the two sets
of scores;

Figure 6 iliustrbt s the pattern of results more clearly:

Figure 6
Results per Item in the VocabularyGrammar Test
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As could be expected, the English students yrin.de very few
purely grammatical or lexical mistakes, although they did
prod.;-:e_ a certain amount of careless or sloppy language which
had.to be marked dOWn at formally incorrect in the contexts
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provided. By far the most common reason for lost points in the

English group was lack of attention to detail in the texts and
misunderstanding of the prompts. In the Swedish sample most
mistakes were grammatical.

The lowest correct scores in the Swedish group were recoroed
on items 4, 3, and 7. As they were also the ones which re-
sulted in the widest gaps between native and non-native pro-

ficiency (cf the corresponding analysis of /ntegrative Test
results in Section 9.2.3-9.2.6), we will start by looking at
each of these in turn.

9.3.3 Item 4: 'there's no point (in worrying)...

Item 4 consisted of the following exchanoe:

LEN: The damage is done

and

in worrying about the consequences now.

RON: That's easy for you to say.

There ware about a hundred different answers in the Swedish
group; only obout 6% of the students (39% in the English
group) produced 'there's no (little) point', which was the
correct answer anticipated in the key; Accepted variants in

the Swedish group werei for instance; 'there's no sense_(use)'

and 'I'm not interested'. The proposition 'in' after the gap
was crucial and prevented acceptance of the phrase 'it's no
good (use) which was suggested by 10% of the native speakers
and by 16% of the non-native speikers; (Incidentany,_there

was no instance of 'it's no good' in the !atter group, whereas

'no good' and 'no use, were equally common in the native

group.) Similarly, nine native studentg (6%) and two non-
native students (1%) 7.sed the phrase 'there'z no need'. Other

answers that might he.re been accepted, had the preposition not
been present, were 'I (we, you) can stop', 'you shouldn't
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begin', 'don't start', 'it is too late'; ' don't Waste your
time' (611 in the Swedish group).

The fact that attention to a small detail in the text (pres-
ence Of the_preposition 'in') had a noticeable effect on the
results is a little infelicitous no doubt; At least from a
btOad_ communicative point of view _the _incorrect examples
quoted above bear witness to good funetiOnal control of the
language. It would seem to be quite important to try to avoid
nideties of this kind in the construction Of multiple-word gap
tasks.

However, the major problem underlying the "sub-standard" Swed-
ith performance was the students'_general inability to cope
With the problem at hand, in E fottal as well as in a func-
tional perspective. The following list of unsuccessful at-
tempted answers illustrates the nature of this overriding
problem: 'blame yourself', 'Or) nOt go', 'don't be to much',
!don't stay', 'it doesn't be setter", 'it now (1) idear to
be't , 'now you have begit'; 'that's no idea', 'there is no
reson', 'why stay'; 'you do WtOng"it's no idea'; 'it's no
matter', 'it's no need';_'it't_no sense (sence)' etc. Although
the students had_a lot of ttOuble getting the idiom right; the
main source of error wet the choice of subject; i.e. deciding
on which of the two ptonOuns 'it und 'there' to use; They
occurred in altogethet 65% of the answers (31% and 34%; re-
spectively). The percentage bf correct applications (involving
'there') was only 23% (at against 74% in the native group);
However; the snag diSOusded 61,ove (caused by the presenee bf
the preposition 'int) thOuld be kept in mind. Some of_the Stu-
dents who misused 'it' here may actually have mastered it in a
different sitUatiOn.

Further commentt On the students' way of handling the 'it/
'there' probIet Will be given in Section 9.3;9 (iteM 10).
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9.3.4 Item 3: 'he won't make the (same istake)...

The next task to be discussed, item 3, was based on the fol-

lowing two sentences:

It's quite clear that Tom messed up the deal, but he's

learnt his .wsson by now. I'm sure

same migtake again.

This item ia very "tight" and does not allow the same variety

of responsea as the previous one (No. 4). The context neces-

sitates use of the pronoun as subject + the negative of

the verb 'make' + a future tense construction (use of the pre-

sent tense, as in Swedish, will not do) + the definite article

(which cannot be left out). There are, thus, several discrete

grammar points involved. Furthermore, the item is semantically

unambiguous, which means that there can be no abstruse inter-

pretations of the situation that might be hard to evaluate;

the answers showed very clearly that all students knew exactly

what the task required of them in terms of language. For these

reasons, it is interesting to look at the results in detail.

The subject ('he') was missed out in a couple of cases and no

more: thus this point was no problem in either group.

The first real problem was the choice of the verb. The Swedish

students were very uncertain and opted for 'do in 56% of the

cases °Nake'; which is the only universally accepted verb in

this context, was chosen by 42 i of the students.

The predominant choice in the native group was of course

'make': 89% of_the English students used this verb interest-

ingly enough, though, 'do' was chosen by as many as 9% of the

students (it also occurred in the advanced group)._ This piece

of evidence indicates, possibly, that we are h_re dealing with

an instance of what is sometimes referred to as 'divided

usage'. (Language change may sometimes occur very_ rapidly in

the young generation; cf for instance the research carried OUt
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by Peter Trudgill; the soCiolinguist; Chambers and Trudgill,
1980.) On the other hand, the majority of native speakers
would_no doubt regard 'do a mistake' as a typical example of

sub-standard or sloppy language.

In the analysis of the students' chOice of tense, we have
treated 'wan't', 'want', and 'woun't' as spelling mistakes
(for 'won't') and not as grammatical mistakes. (As will be
remembered, spelling errors were not penalized in this sub-
test.)

The choice of the right tense (the future) was made as a
matter of course in the native group. without exception the

students used a proper marker for future in their answers.

In Swedish, the present tense is frequently used to indicate
future time, not only in conditional and temporal clauses (as
in English), but in (nominal) 'that'-clauses as well, and it

might therefore have been suspected that the inapnropriate use
of present tense forms would have been a major type of mistake
in the Swedish group. This was not the case. Only 9% of the
students used present tense verb phrases like 'doesn't make'.
(On the other hand, the answers these students produced were

often grotesquely wrong, e.g. 'ne don't do', 'he don't want do
the', 'he not do the', 'of that he's made the'.) Nine students

in ten (91%) correctly used a form of 'will' or 'be going to'.

Six students in this group (3%) preferred to use 'would' (as a

'mood marker', hypothetical 'would'; cf Quirk et al 1985, sec-
tion 4.64), which of course must be accepted, too. ('WOUId'
was likewise chosen by 3% of the students in the native
group.)

The definite article, finally, is potentially a problem to
Swedes in the context in which it occurs here, simply because

the indefinite form of the noun is used in the corresponding
structure in Swedish; However, Swedish students at this level
seem to have internalized the relevant_rule qiiite well. The
artiCle was absent in some 12% of the papers; it may
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furthermore be assumed that it had been left out ti mistake ih
some cases.

The main reason !or ebe very low Swedish score an itete 3 Wag
thus unfamiliarity_ With _the idiom 'make a mistaket; Or_teta

preciselyi uncertainty as to what verb to use in thit idiat.
Choice of tense and use of the definite erticle Were OnlSi
minor problems;

9.3.5 Item 7: '(make) him change his (mind)...'

Item 7 consisted of another mini-diAlc.6e:

DAVE: It's irritating that the bosd refUset ta discuss
our project;

ALAN: Yes, isn't it? I've tried ta

make

a couple of times, but he won't.
mind

The task involves manipulation Of the eXpreSsion 'change one's
mind' within the confines Of a non-fiLité Clause construction

('tc; make somebody do SOMething'). It must_be regarded as a

fairly complex _grammatical Structure, and there is the added

complication_that_the SIot happens to evoke a competing image
involving the phrase 'make up one's mind'. This, of course,

makes the_task less transparent; the correct solution does not

Come 4!o mind very easily.

Half the students in the Swedish group (48%) senses that 3

non-finite construction was unavoidable, but only 34% used the

logically apposite as well as grarmatically correct sequence
'him change his'. 9% tried the less appropriate (although

structurally possible) phrase 'him make up hist; 5% had a go

at non-finite constructions that were impossible on both

counts (e.g. 'him made up his', 'him getting it off his', 'he

changing hist).
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All the remaining attempta to .And a suitable answer were
futile; The pull of the competing structure (tmake up one's
mind') proved to be very ntrong indeed. No less than 40% Of
the students entered 'up hist in the gap;_one_cannot help

feeling thit some Of these students were actually lured into a
trap here. Nevertheless, they created a sentence which makes
no sense at

The native Students_used non-finite clause constructions to a
much_higher degree. Three out of four (i.e. 75%) wrote pre-
cisely 'him change hist; two students produced the equally
acceptabIe_thim speak his'. A few (5%), including one student
in the advanced group, chose 'him make up hist and 10% put

down tup his' (which again shows that this item tends to catch
students unawares). Then there were some oddities like 'them

change their', 'him understand' (this student probably did not
notice the word 'mind' at the end of the line), 'take it of

hist, this change hist (obviously a slip of the pen).

9.3.6 Final note on items 4, 3 and 7

Overall,_the Swedish students did very poorly on the items now

discussed (Nos. 4, 3, and 7). The reason for this was the com-
bined_effect of shaky control of the structural patterns in-

volved and insufficient familiarity with the words and phrases

required for the completion of the tasks. It should be noted
that the relevant idioms (i e. 'no point/no use int, 'make a

mistake', and 'change one's mind') play a very important role
in each of the three items. Furthermore, they are all very
common in everyday spoken (and written) English; this is shown

by the fact that the native students did not have more trouble

with these particular items tha .? with the rest of the items;
generally speaking. Their average pass rate was 78% (to be
compared with the average of the_rest of the items, which was
82%). In the Swedish group; the pass rate was considerably

lower than average; viz. 30% (the a'.7erage of the rest _of _the
items was 67%). The net result of the analysis may therefore
be that Swedish students' acquaintance with English idioms

8 3
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does not_ quite match their level of general gratiMatidel
mastery of the language. The evidence pointed in the Seine

direatian in the Integrative Test (cf Section 9;2);

Against the background o the point just made; it is_interest7
ing to_ try to determine areas in which Swedish att.:de:AS tend
tO excel (relatively speaking, that is). This may be &one_
investigating items on which pass rates were partidularly high
in_the Swedish group, i.e. Nos. 11, 1, and 10 (in deadending
order of facility).

9.3.7 Item 11: 'let's go to a restlurant'

Item II tested a typical language function exponent, namely
'let'S JO to a (restaurant)' (the language fUndtion being
'making a suggestion'):

LINDA: What a victory! We ought to celeb;:ate.
BRIAN: Yes,

restaurant for a really good meal.
LINDA: That's an excellent idea.

The outstanding characteristic of the results wad that there
were very few gross mistakes; likewise; there Wia- no sigh of
misinterprete.tion of the_task in either _group; Furthermore,
the grammatical component_is only marginally_preseot (the most
obvious completion being_e_formuldic_type Of expression and
little more) and it_may therefore be very telling to compare
English an4 lish performance levels at far as this particu-
lar functil language iS doneerned;

Starting With the_English group_(i4hb_t4ete 91% correct), we may
simply cOnclude that the_majority Of tete Scores arose out of
carelessness Students did not pay close enough attention to
the whole of the latter part Of the conversation (the segment
after the blank) as the_folIowing sample answers show: 'I know
a good', 'I know just the', 'and go to a really good', 'let's
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go for a meal'. In some answers there was an ellipsis of the

Verb, resulting in word strings such as 'at a'; 'in a'; 'in an
excellent'.

The pattern was, actually; very much the same in thu Swedish

group, i.e. most studrits (80%) produced a proper formula for

suggesting an action ('Iet me take you to a'; 'Iet's go to a';

'let's find a'; 'we could go to a'; 'why don't we go te a'

etc) and_a number of them failed to take the latter pert Of
the dialogue into due account; thereby coming up With ansWers
like 'in a'; 'I know a good' etc;

The performance of the two groups diffeted mainly in tOO re-
spects. Firstly; the natives who scored their points Were in
fact "more" correct; mast of the time; then the Mon-hetives
who managed to "pass"; i.e._ there was a Muth larger huMber of

acceptable (rather than perfect) answers in the latter group
(e.g. 'we should go to a'; 'let us go out_to a', 'shall we go
to a'; 'would you like te go tb ti'). Secondly, the incorrect
responses in the native group were nearly all discarded on

conceptual (not formal) grounds, whertas the incorrect answers
in the non-native _group contained a considerable amount of
formai Mistakes in addition to being generally misconceived
(e.g. 'let's visite (vissit)', 'visiting a good', 'we are
going te the', 'we go out to', 'we would go to a').

The conclusion is that, although the Swedish students demon-

strated sound communicative ability on this task, there is a

much_ wider gap between the two groups than the actual figures

may_lead one to believe. In other words, the testing technique
Utilited here is not particularly sensitive to real differ-
ences in language skills. The key problem resides of course;
et ever (at least in a test of this kind); in the evaluative

Criteria employed. If a more elaborate and more comprehensive
marking system could be worked out; this would probably im-
prove the potential of the Grammar-Vocabulary Test consider.:
ably (while at the sam time add to the teachers' burden of
marking, which is an obvious disadvantage);
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Zte;- '10.aic do they mean by that?'

The n.A. 'em c- car list of Swedish "success tasks" item 1

reads

JIM: This advertisement says that

the machine is "fool-proof".

What by that,
Daddy?

DAD: That it's so simple that anybody can handle

it,even a fool.

_

The task resulted in the second highest facility_value; in
both groups, and it obviously servedi in some measure; as a
warm-up item. There was very little variation among the WI-
swers, which was natural since no more than two_vords were

needed, minimally; in the gap. NobOdy seemed to be hesitant At
tn ',what to write (only how to write it);

A prerequisite condition to the solution of this particular
language problem is the ability to produce a grammatically
correct verb phrase which fits into the slot (either _ih the
form of :a 'cio construction or in the form of a passive con-
struction). Another requirement is act:Ate mastery Of the
lexical item 'mean'.

Only one out of four students in the Swedish group was unable
to measure up to this not too daunting challenge. The rela-

tively few failures were mostly due to weak grammar (everybody

knew 'mean'i or an equivalent) as the following examplts shOw:

'are they meaning', 'is meen', 'does _it means', 'dried they

mean (meane),, 'does they_meant'. Faulty 'do' construction, as

exemplified here, occurred in 9% of the cases and this fact_ _

tends to 40i1 the fairly bright picture; after all, the
ability to ft= a straightforward present tense verb phrase

usihg 'dO' Mist be considered very basic by any standard.



The native errors, produced by 6% of the students, were .7ost1y
Very trivial; four students used the wrong referential pronoun
('he' instead of 'they'), two students oMitted parts of the
required_ insertion (resulting in the trUneated answers 'do
they' and 'do you think'), one student Used _the past tense
instead of the present, and two stUdent6 lo and behold: --
Made a mess of their 'do' constructiOnt; prOducing 'do you
meant' and 'does he means' (so; EFL teachers, don't give up
just yet ... ).

9.3.9 Item 10: 'it will rain'

Lastly item 10, which ranked third 6n the list of the most
positive achievements in the Swedith grOUp:

ROBIN: The forecast says that

all over
the country tomorrow and prObably for the rest
of the week.

OSCAR: Oh dear, more rain! I Wet hoping for some
sunshine for a change.

In order to be successful in thit tatk t testee will nor-
mally need to have comthand of three discrete linguistic
elements at the same time; naMely existential 'there' as
subject (alternatively 'it' at empty 'prop' subject)i future
time reference in the verb;_and tome fitting lex!cal item_ for
the notion of 'bad weather' (such as 'rain', 'showers'i 'wet'
otc).

Three out_of four ttUdents in the Swedish group_proved that
they were_adeguateIy dtitiipoed for this multiple _task; whith
must be considered 6 fairly gratifying achievement;

There was, however; aMeng those who failed, a great deal tif

confusion as tO the use of 'there' (which must be followed by
an indefinite noun phrase as the 'notional subject': tf frit

S7
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instance Quirk et-al, 1985, section 18.45) and 'it' (used as a

'prop' subject in expressions denoting atmospheric conditions;
cf ibid, section 10.26). This difficulty is well known tt all

teachers of English in Sweden; it derives from the fact that

one and the same pronoun in Swedish (*d) may perform both
of the above functions. (In English 'there and 'it' are of

course not interchangeable.) Typical mistakes were 'it will he

rain' and 'it's going to be bad weather'. Using °it' in p

of *there' was the predominant type of error (it was prese"L

in 14% of the cases); 'there' was wrongly used only once, ac-

tually (*there will be raining*).

The lesson to be learnt here is that many Swedish students
have not yet, at their present stage of learning, developed a
proper feel for the use of 'it' as a 'prop' subject and also
that their use of existential 'there' is relatively scarce

when an 'it' subject construction may equally well be substi-

tuted. The following table verifies this latter point (notice

that the figures have been calculated on the basis of correct
responses only):

Table 6 Distribution of correct Responses over Answer Types

in Native and Non-Native Groups (Sub-teat 3:2, item 10)

Correct_ReSpantes (%)
Answer Type Native Non-Native

(a) 'it will (it'll) rain /be raining .../* 56 el

(b) °it is (it's) going to rain /be raining/* 17 9

(c) *_there will (there'll) be rain

/showers, storms/' 27 10

As the tlble shows, expres t msing *there' were alMost

three times as common in the : Ave %; nup. The_USe of 'there'

thus qerns to be markedly underreprese among SWedith
studer at least in reIatiOn to_itt use im c,ur _experimental
native sample. The impression_is strongly reinforded by the

outcome of item 4 (described earlier). In that task, only 23%
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of the F. ist, students produced an adequate existential
'there' cc ,tructioni as against 74% of the native students.

Comparing answer types () and (b), we may further conclude
.at the use of the phrase 'be going to' as_ a means of _ex-

pressi.)q future time (with an 'impersonal' subject) is less
common among Swedish students than among native students. It
was used twice as often in the latter group. The alternative,

was preferred by 8 students out of IO ih the Swedish
group. The relationship was only 5 or 6 to 10 in the English
group.

In sum, the analysis of the results on item 10 showed that
most Swedish students (of the category represented in this
study) are able to dea/ with the language re(jiirements in-
volved in this particular task. The main problem identified
pertains to a certain inability to use 'it, as 'prop' subject
in the right context; It_was often used in cases where ex-
istential 'there' would_ have _been_ the appropriate choice;

'there', in turn, was used much less frequently in the Swedish

group than in the English group. Finally, a tendency to "over-

use" 'will' (relative to 'be goinn to') as a marker for future
time was noted

9.3.10 Item 14: 'Do you mind if I...'

Before summing_up the results present,-1 in this section of the
report, will say a few words about the very last task in

the test, item 14, which resulted in a downright dc4mise of the
usllal prowess shown by the native students. The wording of the
task was thid:

SECRETARY: I've got to pick up my child at the nursery
today. leave
early?

MANAGER: No, that's all right. Have a nice weekend.
SECRETARY: Thanks. You too.
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The outcome was a coa?lete reverse a: what was found in the
rest of the test; the native pass rate was a mere 39% (which
is less than half the sub-test average), while the non-native
pass rate was 70% (which is IO% higher_ than average in this
group). Perusal of the answer records wiIl_surely provide us
with an explanation of tbi' rather curious close of the test.

The first clue is afforded by the fact that there was a pro-
fusion of variants of answers in the native group. No less
than 79 different responses were elicited, while the non-
native students delivered only half that number, (Ordinarily,
it was the other way round;) This circumstance may probably be
taken to indicate that the native students experienced pro-
blems of one sort ar another (for instance a sudden loss of
incentiv,t to take heed of the prompts provided).

A further striking feature Of the results was that the non-
native group produced a very limited number of correct co-
sponse types (the totaI nutber of different types of answers

_

was relatively small, as indicated above). The vast majority
(88%) of those who_completed the question correctly used one
hnd the same stock phrase: 'Do you mind if I'. In the native
group; there was a much richer mixture of possible solutions

(including 'Would it be asking too much tot, 'You don't mind
if 'Would it be inconvenient if I' etc). The most obvious

way_out, i.e. 'Do you mind if I', was chosen by 48 native
stUdents_(corresponding to 31% of the total). All the students
in the advanced group used this expression.

BVIt _thre was also, as indicated, a very wide variety of im-

possible entries in the nat.ive group. A check of the answers
showed that this was primarily due to the fact that students
did not read the text aftex the gap carefully enough (and
apparenily not at all in some cases). Answers like 'Is t% all
right if I', 'I don't suppose Please may I' and 'Ctcld I

please' point in this direction. Some students did not jven
notice the questIon mark at the ena of the line as evidenced
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by attempts such as 'I will have to'-, 'So I had betters; 'I

think I'll' and 'I'll come back later if Is.

The risk of obtaining this negative effect is of course
greater in cases where the gap is placed in the early half_ Of
the task. Placing 0, gap as late as possible is therefore
always a worr'aile enaeavour when writing test items of the
present typu.

To conclude: From the types of answers received we may infer
that the abrupt end to the superior performance Of the native

students was probably caused by flagging motivation, manifest-
ed in lack of attention to all the attributes Of_the task.

However, the way etudents reacted also highlights a disturbing
weakness that may easily creep into this type of item. Anyone
who does not, in item 14, register (consciously) one particu-
lar word, °No'i among close to 30 others may just as soon opt
for 'Is it all right if (in itself a spleadid way of asking
permission) as 'Do you mind if I' - and thereby draw a blank!
Swedes as well as Englishmen did so, the_ latter more often
than the former. Th .. seems to_indicate_thst this task (along-
side with item 4 discussed earlier) tends to reward a "premed-
itated" type of strategy in the use of the language; careful
consideration and deliberation, rather_ than impressionistic
reaction and spontaneity, appears to be the approach that is
most likely to pay off. Looked at from a pragmatic and func-
tional point of view this is not a very satisfactory condi-
tion.

9.3;11 Summary

The last few pages have been devoted to a scrutiny of various
individual was's of responding to tasks in the Vocabulary-
Grammar Test. It has been found that Swedish students' gram-
matical, lexical, and functional skills are highly variable,
between students as well as across areas v:thin the various
skills. The area which caused most pr,blems was idiomatic

9 1
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usage. Here the native students were very much better, of

course. Within the area of grammar, certain problems or

"teaching points" turned out to be decidedly troublesome, for

instance the 'itopthere' distinction. Grammar was, however,

less of a problem than idiomatic phrases.

As far as validity considerations are concerned, it was noted

that the gap ought to come as late as possible in each item,

that successful completion of the task ought not to hinge upon

attention to little details in the text and, finally, that a

slightly more elaborate marking scale would probably enhance

the efficacy of the test substantitilly.



10 ATTITUDES

Attitudes were measured by means of two questionnaires direct-
ed to the English and Swedish teachers involved in the admin-
istration of the test. The English version _(see _Appendix 4)
was answered by all those who were involved in the experiment
in Manchester, i.e. 7 native English teachers. The_ Swedish
questionnaire was completed by some 90 teachers of English
from various parts of the country; The group represented ap-
proximately a tenth of the total number or teachers involved
and did not constitute a random sample.

10.1 English teachers

In response to the item in which the English teachers were
asked to state their opinions ti the test, and whether they
considered it a valid measure of English language skills, the
follcxing answers were received ;one teacher did not answer
this question):

"Yes, but I think the essay section*-actually reveals more
about their mastery of the En5lish language than do the
other typer of tests,"

"Yes, I would say_tslat it is a valid test of foreign
language skills:"

"It seems to demand a very idiomatic command of the
language."

"The test seemsvery_well thaught-out and tests to a high
level of ability:_the comprehension exercise seems par-
ticularly exacting in the_preciseness of thought and
language it requires. Problems may arise with the Inte-
grative Testlbecause of idiomatic-usagen common to this
area; andi possibly,_age,-group.-The students do not always
seem to be acquainted with_the idioms that clearly the
sentence required far cOmpletion."

"More colloquialthan expected_with far greater use of
idioms than_in_the teaching_of foreign languages in
England._This_seeme a sensible emphasis for the age-group
serving as the target."
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"Quite a difficult test wi.) kzrt -the ReAdll,:j Test/
particularly taxing in t,:at th wording_0! ':ne_answers
requires logical thinking as ...e)
of the Engli5h. The Welsh a: belc. the
belt for Swedish students, c,.

(* I.e. the optional composit:.o, v#1

teachers were informed about but acv-r n.
groups.)

1711. F.1,4130-,

Jleir

As the answers show, attitudes towards :40 tvi,t were quite
favourable among the native teachers. They ,ye.re impressed by

the high level of proficiency which the telt c ltent reflected
and noted in particular the use of difficult idiomatic lan-

guage. Two teachers thought that the comprehention parts were
particularly exacting and expressed some concern that the

tasks require "preciseness of thought" and "logical thinking"

as well as exact understanding of the language;

10.2 Swedish teachers

The opinions expressed by Swedish teachers were also mostly
positive. There were quite a few comments about the level of

the Vocabulary Test (1:1), which was considered too high by

many. Some teachers were a little critical of the number _of
verb phrases (*make do'; 'cut down', 'put up with' etc) in-
cluded;

The Integrative Test :2) was generally very well received,

although contracted forms (such as 'he's', 'I'd' etc) did not

seem to be very popular. Some respondents thought they ought

not to be approved of at all (in writing), others that their

acceptance violates, logically, the cne-word-per-gy, rule.

Nothing much was said, really, about the first Reading Com-
prehension Test (2:1, the long text). Comments were succinct

and mostly favourable (although not overly so). Lack of time

was reported in some cases. There were hadly any complaints
about the level of difficulty.
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As regards the second part of the Reading Test (2:2), diffi-
culty was, on the other hand; a major worry; Many teachers
were of the opinion that the items tested at too high a level
for the target grour- Other than that; there were few negative
comments.

The next sub-test; the Listening Comprehension Test (3:1),
caused a whole hr-;t of distinctly negative reactions. The
tenor of the messasv was that it is unfair and generally de-
plorable that regionally coloured English (an accent), enun-
ciated at high speed and under emotion; should be used in a

language test for schools. Individual comments ranged in
quality from an unengaged "OK" to agitated outbursts_ such ed
"lousy" and "the qualifications of those who produced this
year's LCT most be seriouSIy caned into question". According
to some teachers; there were somr adverse feelings among stu-

dents, too. The alajority Of the Swedish teachers who sent in

the Questionnaire therefore came to the conclusion that the
listening comprehension task was very unfortunate this time
and expressed the view that "dialects" should not be allowed
in future tests;

The Vocabulary-Grammar Test (3:2), finally, went down quite
well with the teachers, _although there were several angry
attacks on one particuIar_item (No. 4_'there's no point in';
cf the analysis of results in Section 8.3). There were few
comments on the Ievel_oi_difficulty, which may seem a little
surprising in view Of the fact that the sub-test did not be-
long to the easier ones.

A print-out of aIl the enr-vers produced by the Swedish teach
ors (in Swedish) may be obtained free of charge from our De-
partment;
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11 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

11.1 Resum5 of the experiment

The:e6tk described in the present report replicated an earlier
Study (oscarson, 1986) which sought to determine the validity
6f the 1983 version of the National Test in English (,CentraIa
pitiVet i ngelska'), a general proficiency test used _in the
academically oriented Upper secondary School in SWeden. The
experiment was an attempt at construe': -,'Idation of the test
(the construct being the sort c nh Ianguag6 Ability
which native speakers possess).

The primary aim of the present rep: was to determine
the construct valieity of a later version of the ttithe test
(given in 1985). The method employed was _a quahtitatiVe
(statistical) analysis of the results obtained by a group of
native English stults who had been asked to_take the test.
The assumption behinó the experiment was_that edudated hatiVe
speakers would be able to reach very high_SCOrdS oh an English
proficiency test which has claims to_ high Validity. _If the
students were found to have diffiCuIty ih redpending ac-
curately to the test items, this would consequently be inter-
preted as a sign of poor construct validity.

A secondary aim was to study results on open-ended items in
the test in order to assess some aspects of th l. written pro-
duction skills acquired y a_random _sample of students for
whom the test is designed. This qualitative linguistic analy-

sis of answers was 0f Interest mainly because the sample could
ba regarded as representative of the whole student population.

The native sample consisted of 166 English students at a Sixth
Form Corege ih Manchester. The average age of the students
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was 17, and they were pursuing studies for 0 Lk A Level

examinations in various subjects. The sample :cpresented

cross-section of the student population in respect of aca-

demic and linguistic abilities (i.e. students of below as well

as above average ability were represented).

The Swedish group consisted of a 10% random sample of the tc-

tal population of 34,000 students that took the test in 1985.

The experimental group thus comprised 3,400 students. For the

analysis of the productive skills a random sub-sample of 176

students was used.

The test consisted of sub-sections measuring - partly dis-

cretely and partly conjointly 7 vocabulary; grammar; reading

comprehension; and listening comprehension;_as well as lan-

guage notions and functions; Both receptive and productive

skills were assessed; The total number of items in the test

was 100 total number of points awarded).

11.2 Main findings

The outcome of the research may be summarized as follows:

The native studerts achieved significantly higher scores on

811 parts of the test except one (a reading test). On average,

they were correct on 83% of the test items. The average Swed7

ish score was 61%. The high native score was taken to warrant

the conclusion that the test is a_ valid measure_ of _English

language _proficiency. The _c9nclusion was reinforced by the

outcome of a separate analysis of the results obtained by an

"elite" group of native students.

A further major result was that the component parts of the

test functione z! quite differently with regard to discrimina-

tion between native and non-native ability. The Vocabulary

Test (1:1) was the most sensitive of the six sub-tests, e:. the

proportions of correct responses showed: the natl.* .s here
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scored their highest average (92% correct)i the non-natives
their lowest (54% dritrect). The figures were about.thb same in
the first study (carried out in York).

The most remarkable find appcared in the Reading section, in
sub-test 2t1 (the lOng text). In conspicuous contrast to the
situation in the Vocabulary Test, the English students_ here
recorded their lowegt average while the Swedish students re-
corded their highest. The result waS that the two groups did
not_ differ at all in terms of test scores. (There_was a very
smaI; differ-elide, but it was actually in the wrorg direction.)

A surprisingly Stall difference was also obtained in the LiS-
tening CoMprehension Test. The native students were only_ some
15% better than the non-native students. /t was concluded that
this is hardly 6 fair representation of the actual difference
in ability tO Understand spoken English.

The remaining SUb-tests displayed mutually similar (ar -I aver-
age) result patterns.

As regardt the Secondary aim of the study (investi?:Ition of
Swedish StUdents, English language skills in abscI. t terms),
it Was found that there was very little correspond, -e betWeen
native _And non-native performance across items; .19"1; may sig-
nify a difference in the structure of skills betwe.-A. the two
qrbiips Certain problems, notably items involving idiomatid
OXpreSticins, were disproportionately more difficIt for non-
hatiVes than for natives.

.!riwledge of glish structures was rather uneven in_the SW-ed-
t ry-oup, i. certain areas were mastered very Well, whereas

quite_basic ones) werC apparently not at aLl
contro,. On the whole, however, grammar was somewhat

less of a problem than idiomatic phrases.

Attitudes towards the test were favourable among both English
and Swedish teachers. English teachert Were impressed by the
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L!mh level of r 3fiCidney WhiCh the test content reflected
and noted that thr qaa elf idiontatiC language was not shied
away from._The parts were judged to be particu-
larly exacting_and some CtniCeth Wea ekpressed that the tasks
require "preciseness of thOU-qht" and "logical thinking" as
well as exact understahdihg c ale English language.

Swedish teachers tO6, Were in the Main pleased with the test,
and the critical comMentt vi;i3t6 mostly on details. There was
ono very serious ObjeCtiOn, hoWeVer, and this concerned the
Listening Comprehensibh Tett; WhiCh was considered unsuitable
by a majority Of reSpOndltits._Non-standard pronunc.ation and
noisy acting were the mein complaints lodged.

11;3 Discussion and conclusions

In this part of the tepott, we pAcce together and
discuss some of the Mein Strar, . our research. We will not
repeat figures and pte9ibus diSCUtiion, but frequent reference

wiII_ be made tb releVent deCtiOna and tables in the foregoing
chapters;

11;3;1 The native score level

Returning fitst tö_the test scores (cf Table 2), let us con-
siaer _the _OVerial native performance level for a moment. It
might haVe been eXpedf.ed, perhaps, that the English st*Aents
WOUld haVe adered much closer to the 100% correct response

ratio than they did and that the difference in relation tc the

SWediah_ Students would thereby have been larger than it turncd

OUt to be. While this is a highly natural and plausible hy-
pothesis, we must recognise that there are at least two fac-
tors that tend to work against the pt-riect average score; AO

matter hou prnficient the test-takers mo* be:_chance variation

(due to the occasional lack of attentioni_for instance)_ and
less than total understanding of - and familiarity with -
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testing procedures and instructions (and the intentions behind

theM).

Chance variation (due to faltering attention) may in the ease

of native speakers result, quite simply, from boredom, because

the task is often_not demanding enough. It may also, as with

any other group of testees, result from external interference,

distracting noise and suchlike__(a case in point being a

disturbance caused by "tree felling with a chain saw ..._near

the classroom" which was reported by one of the _staff in

Manchester on one occFsion). In brief, as Stern (1983) notes,

"while all native speakers possess communicative competence in

their first language ... they will at.time use the language

inappropriately and commit 'faux pas' or 'drop bricks'

(p.345)". Therefore Ine should always, on this count alone,

take a little percentage off.the theoretically expected score

in order to arrive at the more realistic level which an ob-

viously over-qualified audience is likely to reach.

Furthermore, in an experiment like the present one, some al-

lowance must be made for the usually less than maximal oppor-

tunities that native subjects are offered for practice on the

particular types of task at hand. Our Manchester students were

as well prepared for their job as one could reasonably expect,

but if they had had the same amount of previous experience

with relevant materials and routines as their Swedish counter-

parts they would undoubtably have advanced several rungs on

the 100-point ladder. (Most Swedish students will have been

given one or more trial runs with previous tests before they

sit for the real thing.)

Lastly; there is also the question of the natural variation of

language proficiency; i;e; even in native samples; Not all

natives aie able to une their language flawlessly; In view 0f

the_ level Of the test; it may be assumed that some of the

tasks were genuinely diffituIt fOr some of the English stu-

dent-S.
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What the above discussion amouLts to is the following. We
never expected the British youngsters to perform at the 100%
level on_our English test. Our considered estimate was set

some 10%lower. However, as this figure only goes some way,

but hot 611 the way, towards equating the expected performance

level and the level actually attained (83%), we have reason to
believe that there is still some scope for improvement as far

as _test validity is concerned. Particularly in the area of

reading comprehension, this would seem to be a plausible as-

sumption.

11.3.2 Reading comprehension

Reading comprehension is measured, directlyi in sub-tests 2:1
(the long text) and 2:2 (ten mini-texts), and alsoi somewhat
more indi:.ectly, in sub-test 1:2 (the Integrative Test).

Furthermore, although this is not explicitly stated or intend-
ed, reading skills come into play in sub-test 1:1 (the Vocab-
ulary Test) and 3:2 (the Vocabulary-Grammar Test). Even in

sub-test 3:1 (the Listening Comprehension Test) a modicum of

reading comprehension is required in that the response options

in the test booklet must be read and understood before correct

answers can be delivered. Thus the ability to read and under-
stand the language is a most essential prerequisite for suc-

cessful performance in the testi and this is not at all_uncom-
mon in a test of the kind we are dealing with here; Actually;

it would be very difficult to manage the testing task at hand

(which is quite formidable) without making extensive use of

textual material; Having said that, we might add that reduc-
tion of the degree to which facility with written discourse

determines test outcomes would stiII seem to be a worthwhile
goal to pursue, not least in view of_the importance now at-

tributed to auraI-oral skills (and in view of the fact that

the National Test sets_ a standard which has considerable

influence, for better or for worse, on the language teaching

Scene)
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Another aspect of test cohteht that has to be considered in

this context is that of sampling; It is of coursesimperative

that texts included are unequivocal reflectins of reading

matter envisaged in the Curriculum, and there_can be_no doubt

that this is the case in the National Tests. All samples used

are very safely inside the boundaries of curricular specifica-

tions; only texts within a_relatively limited and fairly well-7

defined range of written discourse (typically, straightforward

non-specialized narrative fiction and prose) are used and this

is of course in principle a very good thing. Teachers and stu-

dents alike can always rest assured that there will be no sur-
prise shocks_in store for them in the way of unexpected types

of text and they can confidently prepare themselves for any

upcoming round of national assessments. All this is entirely

fair and unobjectionable, and the system makes for smooth co-

operation between the parties involved in the undertaking, and

thereby for efficient execution of a difficult task.

The other side of the coin is that there is a great deal more

to reading comprenension than just the ability to comprehend

passages of narrative prose of a general and predictable kind.

That is, the construct of reading comprehension (cf Chapter
2), as conceived of in our study, and probably as understood

by the general public, relates to the ability to interpret

written language in a wider sense, i.e. irrespective of level,

genre, style, topic, register etc. By comparison, the goal of

reading comprehension in the Curriculum, emphasizing under-

standing and appreciation of literature and ordinary prose, is
actually rather limited. This circurrstance has consequences

which should be borne in mind when the capabilities of our

native and non-native samples are being_ compared (and when the

validity of the Reading Test is being considered); Equality of
scoresi which did occur in one case (cf sactinn 8;2); can

hardly be taken as proof of comparable overall reading skills,

precisely because the tests do not measure reading comprehen-

sion globally. The question of whether equal scores should be

taken _as counter-evidence of test validity will be given some
attention below;
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The test which resulted in equal scores was the long text
followed by comprehension questions (2:1). This sub-test was

the hardest of all for the native students (while at the same

time it was the easIa-st for the non-natives, cf Figure 2). Not

even the most advanced native group, who had actually been
given extra incentive to do their very best (other students
having failed to perform up to expectations), managed to dem-

onstrate convincing ability (cf Table 3). As will be recalled
(cf Table 1), the York stuc,nts also found the long text (a

different one) troublesome. Obviously, English language com-

prehension in itself, at least not ordinary decoding skills,

which our native subjects unquestionably possess in ample

measure, will not suffice as a basis for excellent performance

on this test. What else, then, may be needed, and to what ex-

tent can the test be regarded as a valid measure of reading
comprehension?

The intention behind the comprehension questions is to gauge
overall understanding of text meanings (referred to by

Widdowsoni 1983, as "indexical meaning")i while avoiding tasks

which require only superficial semantic deciphering of indi7

vidual wordsi phrasesi and sentences (i.e. "symbolic meaning"

in Widdowson's terminology). This is in Iine with statements
in the Curriculum to the effect thati at the present stage of

language learningi concentration on attention to form _in_ the

study of texts shouid gradually give way_to more emphasis on

appreciation of content. Logic requires, then, that questions
should be designed in such a way_that their solution_can only

be arrived at through a process of perceiving and amalgamating

sets of _contextual clues,

items of information. If we

aim, it follows that we

language7specific variables

ground knowledge related

world), associative memory,

important and where we,

rather than comprehending isolated

are successful in achieving this

are moving into an area where non-

such as deductive ability, back-

to the topic (or knowledge of the

reasoning etc become increasingly

therefore, should expect a smaller

difference between native and non-native test scores. Indeed,

this is what happened in our experiments.
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However, as long as the English language is the medium of the

message, and as long as language-independent factors can only

explain part of, and never all of, the variance on our reading

test, we should hardly expect English and Swedish students to

perform on a par with each other. We must conclude either that

the English sample is motivationally or intellectually inferi-

or to the Swedish sample or else that the test is not as valid
a measure of reading comprehension as it might perhaps have

been. In view of the fact that not even the highly intellec-

tual portion of the English sample (cf Section 8.3) managed to

reach a very high correct score level, and in view of the fact
that the York and Manchester studies converged at the very
modest 70-80% level, the latter conclusion seems to be more

plausible than the former.

If the above assumption is correct, the next question to con-

sider is this: What can be done in order to improve the_vaIid7

ity of the reading test7 First of aIl, it :It:St be emphasized
that the overriding goal aimed at, that of grasping the over-
all meaning of pieces of written discourse, or comprehension
at a deep level, cannot and shouId not be called intO ques-

tion; It represents ultimate skiIlS 6f great importance. On

the other hand, it would seem that the language component (to

the extent that ic may be separated from the generalized types

of Abilities referred to earlier) ought to be allowed to play

a more significant role. That_is, if modifications of the test
type were to be contemplated, they ought to go Ln the direc-
tion of linguistically more demanding texts. Balancing this
measure, while still striving to emphasize sensitivity to
"pure" comprehension, one ought to simplify the question ap-

paratus, e.g. by distinguishing more clearly between given

multiple choice options (if such a task format is used) there-
by avoiding distractors which are dangerously close to a cor-
rect answer. As it is now, the best test-taking strategy may
very well be to read the question and options first and then,

by a process of meticulous comparison and matching, find the

answer in the relevant paragraph. It hardly needs to be said
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that this type of behaviour has very little to do with reading

for overall understanding or for, say, literary appreciation.

The simple logic of the point made is that a test of reading

comprehension should yield the suitable spread of results not
on account of the fact that the alternative answers to mul-
tiple choice questions are semantically or conceptually dif-

ficult to choose betweeni but rather on account of the fact

that the text (the language) is difficult to understand; The

questions should in fact be worded in relatively simpIe_terms,

and they should in any case be more easily mastered by teStees

who arei overalIi more proficient than those for whom the teSt
is designed.

To end this discussion of the first part of the reading com-

prehension section, we win venture the prediction that the

validity of the test would increase if a greater diversity of

text types were _eMpIoyed (within the confines of curricular

recommendations, of course). The long text (of approximately
three pages) might for example be replaced by two shorter ones

representing different genres or topics. In all probability,
such a measure would provide a better basis for reliable and

valid aSSessment of the skill in question.

The second part of the reading comprehension section (sub-test

2:2) measures reading more directly, while at the same time

rather more superficially, than the first part. Judging by the

performance of the native speakers, as well as by the statis-
tics (cf Table 2), the test is a valid one. It is also, one

might say, "cozt-effective" in that it is less time-consuming

than most other types of reading comprehension tests (e.g. the

type discussed above). The correlation with the first part

(2:1) is not particularly high (r .59 in the Swedish group,

cf Appendix 6), which indicates that the two tests partly

measure different aspects of the tested skill. Taken together,

these facts provide strong support for retaining, and possibly

expanding, sub-test 2:2.
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11.3.3 Listening comprehension

The testing technique used in the Lidtehihg Comprehension Test
is basically the same as in the long Reading Comprehension
Test, i.e. it involves suItiple Chbide questions on the con-
tent of a piece of discourse (spoken discourse, naturally, in
the case of the former). Any weakness spotted in either test
is therefore likely t6 show up, at least occasionally, in the
other, and, as we_have seen, the non-difference obtained on
the Reading Test in Manchester has its analogue in the results
obtained on the Listening Test in York (cf Section 3.1). We
arsume, therefore; that the conclusions drawn above concerning
the Reading Tett Are, in certain respects, applicable to the
Listening TeSt_at_Well: This means, for example, that the
relatively sMAI1 disparity observed in test scores between the
two groups_ed Students is judged to be disproportionate to the
actual difference in ability to understand the language; in
reality; the natives end non-natives doubtlessly differ to a
much Target eXtent, the reason being that the Listening Tegt
only me/mites - and this is ;:ardly a revelation to anyone con:-
cerhed 7 COmprehension within quite narrow bounds of speech
tealicAtios (normally RP English in a generalized _narratiVe
Mode) ahd within which the swedish students have had Mott of;
ih SOMO cases all of, their aural training; We mUst recognize;
therefore, that the pleasing pictuz of the SWedith StUdents'
ability to understand spoken English,_ n 1983 (York Study) as
Well as in 1985 (Manchester study), iS at leaSt partly an
effect of artificially "inflated" test retsItt

_

The resemblance between the reading and 1ittehis§ teStS, with
regard to structure as well aS outcome; WOUld teeM to justify
the further parallel conclusion that rsthet More variation in
input (i.e. in respect of types_cf tedOrding6 used) would be
beneficial t6 test validity; ThUt tWO Separate sets of tasks,
instead of a Single unitary_ Set, representing for example
British and Amirioan English, or formal and informal English,
or dialogue and descriptiVe (or narrative) exposition, or some
other such pair Of Complementary linguistic representations,
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might be used in order to ensure more valid listening test
results.

A further question worth consideringi in view of the great
importance attached in the Curriculum (1970; II. p 265) to
practical language skillsi is that of a possible expansion of

the number of tasks measuring listening comprehension; At pre-

sent, listening accounts for a little more than a tenth of the
total number of points available; while reading, writing,
knowledge of words and phrasesi and reiatei skins, take up
all of the remaining points; Increasing the weight of the
listening score does seem justified in this perspective. We
would suggesti furthermorei if such a step vere to be taken,
that listening task3 of a mini-contest type be_ used; _i.é .
tasks analogous to the ones used in the secund part_nf the

Reading Test (sub-test 2:2i cf ZectiOn_5.2). These would then

measure understanding of restricted utterances, or spontaneous

and immediate understanding, and would serve as a natural sup-
plement to the more searching and global type of questions
asked in the current test;

Finallyi we will return for a moment to the matter of suitable

speech styles in a listening test at this level. As was noted
in Sections_8.2 and 10.2, the Swedish teachers came down very
heavily on_the present test, essentially because the language
used was tinged with a Welsh accent.

It is interesting, however, to look at the results and to com-
pare the record of the present test with that of the 1983
version of the test (cf Section 2.1), which constituted a

straightforward representation of "received pronunciation"
(RP) delivered at a pedagogically suitable rate of speech. In

1983, the Swedish LCT score level was on a par with, or
slightly above, the total average level. In 1985, the LCT
level was decidedly higher than the average level (which in

both years corresponded to 61% of the maximum score). That is,
Swedish students did in fact do better on the more authentic
(and much criticized) version of the test. Not surprisingly,
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this was also true in the case of native speaker's. Io 1983,
the English groUp _achieved _a listening comprehension score
Which was way below their total average. In 1985, the native_

LCT score was on the same level as, or even above, the total
average. Reliability figures were also higher in 1985 (KR20
.53, in the Swedish group, as against .45 in 1963); which
means that the IS:85 version of the test yields more stable
(less inconsistent) results. On the other hand, the standard
deviaticn waS larger; i.e; better, in the 1983 teit but only
marginally so;

Thus our research evidence speaks in favour of the mOre real-
istic type of listening comprehension materials that the 1985
version of the ttst exemplifies. Nonetheless we mist of course
take very_carefUl_note_of the sentiments voiced by practising
teachers; After_811, validity is but one important considera-
tion when deciding on test content and format. Practicality;

feasibility; and SUitability are others. Therefore; if rather
more authentid redordings were to be reintroduced (the likeli-
hood of thiS happening is not very strong at the moment); bet-7
ter ways Of presenting them would Certainly have_to be Worked
out; AlIOWing time for warm-up at the tieginning of the ttipe,
say 5 minUtes, so as to give students a chance of gettihij Oted
to; or tuned in to, voices, rate of speech; topic etd;_ wOuld_
seem to be a very important first step; Further ekperimenta-__
tion (hiat as part of tht yearly national aSsedilitents; of
coUrte) Would be another vital measure; Careful_information
abOUt_facts and figures; as well as expIanatiOn of rationale
and objectives, would also be required.
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11.4 RevapituIation o2 some key points

Below are recapitulated very briefly some of the key points in
this report. References_ are_ to previous Sections providing
more thorough treatment of each issue.

I. In an earlier validation study, carried out in 1983, native

English students obtainod_high scores on the National Test in

English. This is a sign of test validity. (3.1)

2. The English students were most successful on the Vocabulary

Test, and least successful on the comprehension parts (Reading
and Listening). (3.1)

3. Swedish students' foTnal command of English was very vari-

able. Elementary vocabulary and grammar mistakes were not un-
common. The students' functional command of the language, as
shown in the comprehension sections, was comparatively strong

(3.1).

4. Further investigation of the test, and of the proficiency
of Swedish students, was judged to be needed. (3.1; 3.4)

5. Similar investigations of French and German tests were
undertaken in 1985. Both native French and native German stu-

dents achieved very high scores. The results testify to the

validity of the two tests. (3.2-4)

6. The native French students reached their highest scores on

a dictation, and on tasks measuring grammar, vocabulary, and

phrases. Open-ended tasks in the latter areas, as well as

reading comprehension tasks, resulted in relatively low
scores. (3.2)

7. The native German students obtained their best results on a

test measuring grammar, vocabulary, and phrases, and Oh a tett
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of listening comprehension; Their reading comprehension score
was comparatively low; (3;3)

8. For control purposes; the ErigIith Validation_was repeated

in 1985, using a different vetSion Of the tett and new groups
of native English students (477); Again the native students
obtai,1,ed high scores (whiCh tiOnfiritS_ that the test is valid),
ard slain their_best result WAG rin_the VOCabulary test, where-

they did no better then the SWedish students on the Reading

test which involved passage comprehension. (8.2)

9; In contrast; Swedigh Studentz achieved their highest score
on the Reading test, and their lowest score on the Vocabulary
test (8;2); English and SWOdigh StUdents' average scores on
individual items did hOt dbrrelate well (9.2.8; 9.3.2). The
results_suggest that there are significant structural differ-
ences betUeen the language skills of English and Swedish
students;

10; In the "prodUctive" sections of the test (sentence cOm-
pletioh), Swedish Students had most problems with idioms and
certein points Of grammar. (9.2.8; 9.3.11)

11. Both English and Swedish teachers liked the test. However,

Swedish teachers criticized the Listening test. (10.1-2)

12; Although the teSt_was found to yield valid scoresi the
OUtCOMe of the study suggests that there is still room for
improvements. (11.3)

13; There 16 a risk that the comprehension sub-tests measure

too narrowly in one respect (that of language represented) and
too widely in another (that of abilities required for comple-
tion of tasks). (11.3.2-3)

14. The validitp of the Reading test might increase if_a
greater variety of texts was used as a basis for tasks, and if
the linguistic level of the textual material was rsised; Tektd
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ought to be relatively difficult, questions relatively simple.
(11.3.2)

IS. Likewise, the validity of the Listening test might in-
crease if more variation in respect of types of recordings

Wad introduced. Increasing the number of listening comprehen-
sion tasks, as well as advancing authenticity, seems justi-
fied. (11.3.3)
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;13TEBORGS UNIVERSITET
astitutionen for pedagogik

Validation of tests in English

Manchester 1985

GOTHENBURG UNIVERSITY
Department of Education and
Educational Research
Language Teaching

Research Unit

INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS

Dear Colleague,

First of all we would like to thank yOU far our attistande tO this

validation Study. The testing will be oF very great value to us in our

attempts te improve the national language tests used in Swedish schools.

AIM

The main aim of the assessment in Manchester is :o determine the average

performance level reached by native speakers in each of the SUb-tettS in

our national test in English. This will help us establ:sh the Ualidity of

our present testing preCedUrea.

INFORMATION TO STUDENTS

We would be grateful if teachers would inform the students about thv

purpose of the testing. The outcome will help us develop our nat1c.n.2

language tests in the right direction. Basically we Want to empire the

results obtained by native speakers and the resultS Obtained by OW' eadh

target group; i.e. learners of EngliSh as a foreign language in the upper

secondary school ("Sixth-formers").

We will be happy to send you individual results, as soon as we have done

the marking, if the students are interested. We will also be pleased to

answer any further questions about the assessment under the address abave.

Finally we would appreciate it very much if you Would CenVey Out thinki the

students for their willingness te take patt ih thia research.

metiers', Beablitadrest _

ICIO Feolundagatan 115
31 26 MOLNDAL. Sweden MnIndal

119 elefon
Nat 031.67 WOO eirte1 031.63

Int +46 31 67 90 OC
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THE TEST

The test is the 1985 version of the National Test in English which is taken

by all students in .the upner secondary' school at the age of 11. The

function of the test (when used in Sweden) is to ensure comparability in

marks awarded in different schools throughout the coUntry,

The structure of the test is as fOIIOWS!

Seb-test iinuLaLlinitua

TEST PAPER I

I Vocabulary Test

2 Integrative Test

TEST PAPER 2

Reading Comprehension Test,

Parte 1 & 2

35min

35 inih

Break 15 min

The students leave the room.

TEST PAPER 3

1 Listening Comprehension Test

2 Vocabulary-Grammar Test

35 Min

(The test also contains an essay part but this is not included in the

validation process in Manchester.)

The times given aro those which /wedish students are allowed for the

completion of each sub-test. English students will of course be able to

complete the tests, with the same degree of concentration, in less time

than our own students in Sweden.

The following materials are provided:
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"INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS"

TEST PAPER 1

TEST PAPER 2

TEST PAPER 3

SOUND TAPE (Open reel or cassette)

QUESTIONNAIRE (for teachers/invigilators)

TEST PAPER 1

1 The test booklets are placed on the desks befere the students are allowed

into the roum.

2 The students are asked to fill in their names etc un the front page of

th. booklet. (We need their names in order to be able to calculate

individual aggregates.) Students should not open their bookIett while

instructions are being given.

3 The teacher then gives the following information:

The instructions for this test ar thp booklet. The answers to the

first tasks (Vocabulary Test) ore to be given in the numbered boxes at

the bottom of each page. The second part of the TEST PAPER

(Integrative Test) consists of a text in which coitaih WOrdt haVe beeh

deleted and replaced with blanks: Your tatk it ti5 ihSert the words

that have been deIeted

4 When the students seem to be ready, or time up. the teacher hands out

TEST PAPER 2.

TEST PAPER 2

1 The teacher informs the students:

The test is in two parts. The instructions are in the booklet (TEST

PAPER 2). Write your answers in the first booklet (TEST PAPER 1. page

11).

2 After TEST PAPER 2 there is a brak. The students leave the room.
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TEST PAPER 3

I It is very important that the listening comprehension test be

administered under favourable listening conditions. A good tape recorder is

needed and it should be checked heforehand. The room must be suitable from

an acoustic point of view and it should, ideally, be of ordinary classroom

ilia. Testing in a large room. e.g. a lecture hall, is not recommended.

2 The booklets (TEST PAPER 3) are distributed before the students return.

3 The students are asked to fill ir their names etc Oh the front page. Thny

are also informed that the tasks in the listening comprehension test are

multipIe-choice and that they will be given tier? to transfer their choices

to the boxes on page 3 after tim tape has been played.

4 Start the tape recorde: and listen to the first sentence. Adjust the

volume. Rewind the tape. Tell the students that the instructions are on the

tape. Start the tape recorder again.

In case of unexpected disturbance the tape recorder may be stopped. The

tape is then rewound slightly and started again.

5 When the Listening Compreh,nsion Test is over the teacher reminds the

students that they are supposed to transfer their answers to_the boxes on

p.3. They are then asked to Jo part 2 (Vocabulary-Grammar Test) On 0 4:

6 Finally an test papers are collected.

ONCE AGAIN OUR SINCERE THANKS TO YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS FOR YOUR KIND

COOPERATION IN THIS VALIDATION STUDY.

Or MatS Oscarson_
coordinator of the study
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APPENDIX2

The Integrative Test (Subtest 1:2)
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THE NATIONAL BOARD

OF EDUCATION

NATIONAL TEST

IN

ENGLISH

FOR THE UPPER SECONDARY SCHOOL; 1185

TEST PAPER 1

AND ANSWER SHEET FOR SUB-TEST 2

READING COMPREHENSION TEST; (P. 11)

SUB-TEST 1: INTEGRATIVE TEST

UNIVERSITY

OF GOTHENBURG

SWEDEN

NAME:

SCHOOL:

COURSE OF STUDIES:
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PART TWO: Integrative Test

instaucttons

1. StUAy ;le text and gat wch blank utth ONE woad.

2. Any centaacted sou, such az can't ot WA, crunku d4 ONE watd;

3. TAy to Ott in att the btanks;

KennetA and Fame& have bnouri each otneA Oa a shoat ttme. They have

been to the etnana togethea. once on twice. The taat time they had a date,

Parelvaa umabte to keep it and Ken naited go4 hea tn vain. As soon az ahe

could she phoned htm and apotogtzed, expeatnag why ahe bdn't tuaned up.

Now they have met agatn.

KEN: Tell me a littln abeUt your family, Pam. For instance, what

ycur dad do?

I

PAM: He's an engiheer. Ois Job takes him all over the country, and abroad

too; SOMetiMen, to he's hArdly

says it's like

KEN: Yes, I can imagine...

PAM: Then again she says it

neve We a thaned tes get fed

at home. Mother

2

married to a sailci.

4

itS atiVentageS. You

4ith a husband

5

who'e only at home occasionally. ltey`re li a couple of proper love-

birds when he turn up. You'd think

7

years...

6

been Married ahly t month inStead of twenty
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Of course Le diMrCiit When sha hasn't got me

8

for company; Be a bit lonely for her then.

KEN: Are siob thinking o7 home, then?

PAM: Well. I suppose I Oiall one
when I get married,

10

Glean;

KEN: How Old ar u, PAO

PAM I was siNcnteen last Christm,,s.

KEN: You're only a kid, Pam; You be leaving your

11

mother for a while, Will you?

PAM: Well, a girl,'s got to think about the future,

12

she? Many a girl's got martied and started a family ,A eighteen; Anyway,

how old are you, Old Greybeard, if it isn't

13
personal a question?

KEN: TWenty. And what sort of chap are you going to marry? Somebody like

your dad aWay most of the time?

14

?AM: No fear; I'll want my hUtbend to be with me all the time and I'll

risk gettihj of him;

15

4EN: DOri't be too sure. You'd better wait
he turns up.

16

He might oUt to be a sailor or something;

17
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PAM: How Jo you know he turned up already?

18

KEN: Ob..; (Pauael Well, what are you doing out with me, then?

PAM: I went out with you just ta make him jealous.

KEN: see. NOw this future husband of

great bil bloke?

PAM: Oh, I wdn't say that; He's quite well-bui:t, thc,vgh.

KEN: Geed fighting, is he?

20

PAM: I should tbink he can take care of himself.

19

; it he a

KEr: Hmmm, (ftwel Well, good night then.

PAM: (LaughA) Come °a; Ken. I was only your 1.g.

21

ItEr- Oh, I knew that all the time, of crurse. I only pretended to be fooled.

PAM: Smart, you?

22

KEN: Immensely.

(A 4ho4t aitence)

PAM: When I didn't turn up last night, did it occur

you that I might have got held up somewhere?

KEN: It did cross MY

23

24

PAN: YOU didn't think I'd Made the date and then deliberately not turned

up,

25



KEN: It has been known happen, you know.

26

PAM: Well, you don't know me very well if you think I could do a thing

like that.

KEN: Well, it's not if we were old pals, it it?

27

And When you turned up with that Christine the other night...

PAM: I certainly didn't want her to come, you know; Only I couldn't get

of her without offending hoe. Chrittine is

28

that, you know. She got it into her

29

that she W3S coming to have a look ay. you;

30

She said only stay with uS for fiVe minutes

31

and then go; And you know What happened.

KEN: Look, Pam, I didn't mean to tear her pieces

32

like that, you know; only all insinuationt Of

33

hers made me furious. I just couldn't telling

34

her exactly what 1 of her. So when all that

35

happened and you didn't turn up last night, well, I just thought you

didn't want to see me any more and you didn't like telling Me to MY

face.
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PAM: And it wasn't that way at all! Doesn't it just show how misunder-

standings can come about?

KEN: Well, it's all history by flow Let's go and have some coffee, shall

we?

16 thane 4.4 time test; go batk and Mack yoaa 014lWa.
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APPENDIX3

vocabulary-Grammar Test (Subtest 3:2)
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PART TWO: Vocabulary-Grammar Test

InAttuctionA

1. In each ol5 the Sottowsing 14 mini-texta them id a btank indicAttng

that two on mote uotdA axe miAting.

2; Study each text; and then pit in the MiAAing wok& ao that it

makeA good Acme and iA contedt EngtiSh.

3. AA a nate, 2 - 4 woxdA arce enough to comptete the Aentence.

Thete akoutd not be mote than Aix.

1; JIM: This advertisement says that

the machine is "fool-proof".

What by that; Daddy?

DAD: That it's so simple that anybody can handle it,

even a fool.

2. As soon as I saw the new manager I thought

there was something familiar about him.

I knew

but I just couldn't remember where.

before,

3. It's quite clear that Tom messed up the deal,

but he's learnt his lesson by now. I'm sure

same

mistake again.
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4. LEN: The damage is done

and

in worrying about the consequences now.

RON: That's easy for you to say.

5. If Jimmy had a lot of money; I'm sure

himself

a veteran car.

6. ANN: Have you asked your parents if you can go

mountain-climbing with me in Norway?

PAT: Yes; and I'm afraid

they to g0;

because they think it's too dangerous.

7. DAVE: It's irritating that the boss refuses to discuss

our project.

ALAN: Yes, isn't it? I've tried to

make mind

a couple of times, but he won't.

TONY: I'm_awfully tied up at the moment; so I

can't help you.

TED: Why didn't you say so yesterday when I asked you?

If you had told me you were so busy,

else.
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9. TONY: Who looks after Marilyn when you're away?

MAUD: A friend :f ours.

TONY: You don't use that baby-sitting agency?

MAUD: No, Marilyn hates

by someone

she doesn't know.

10. ROBIN: The forecast says that

all over

the country tomorrow and probably for the rest

of the week.

OSCAR: Oh dear, more rain! I was hoping for some sunshine

for a change.

11. LINDA: What a victory! We ought to celebrate.

BRIAN: Yes, restaurant

for a really good meal.

LINDA: That's an excellent idea.

12. HELEN: Simon is good at German.

DIANA:

HELEN: Oh, yes, you'd think he was a native.

fluently?

13. JOAN: Have you seen a film called "Total Eclipse"?

TESS: Yes, unfortunately.

It'S seen.

I've never been so bored in a cinema.
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14; SECRETARY: I've got to pick up my child at the nursery

today. leave

early?

MANAGER: No, that's all right. Have a nice weekend.

SECRETARY: Thanks. You too.

Id theAe 44 time tedti go hack and check you& anoweAo.

136
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APPENDIX4

Questionnaire, English Teachers
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GOTEBORGS UNWERSITET
Institutionen ffr pedagogile

Validation of Tests in Uttilith

Manchester 1985

CUES T TONNA IRE

GOTHENBURG UNIVERSITY
Dipieniferit of EiliieitiOri and
Educational Research

We would appreciate it very much if teacher% Participating in the /ali-

dation experiment would answer the following questions after the admin-

istration of the test;

1 Teacher and/er group:

2 How long did it take the students to complete the test?

3 Was thero any kind of disturbance (or any other problem) that May haVe

affected the students performance?

4 How would you characterise the group(s) in respect of academic and/or

linguistic ability?

5 What is your opinion of the test itself (bearing in mind that its chief

function it t6 assess (mow) means)? Would you say that it is a valid

measure of foreign language skills?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH INDEED FOR YOUR VALUABLE HELF1

Postadren Beidlusdren
Bon 1010 Frillundapun 118
5-431 28 MOLNDAL Sweden MS1ndal

139
7000_8_
NE03i478000484 03147 Ai/Alva

44631679000
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APPENDIX5

Frequency Distribution of Test Scores,

Swedish Sample
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APPENDIX6

Interoorrelations among SubteStit

English and Swedish Samples
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Table7 IntercOrrelations among Subtests

(N - 147)

and Total Score:
The Native Sample

11 1:2 -241 2:2 3:1 3:2 Total

1:1

1:2

2:1

2:2

3:1

3:2

Vocaoulary (18) 1.0

Integrative (35)

Read.Compr.1 (12)

Read.Compr.2 (IC))

List.Compr. (11)

Voc.-Gramm. (14)

Total (100)

.44

1.0

.39

.35

1.0

.36

.47

1.0

.38

34
.34

.31

1.0

.38

.57

.31

.32

.17

1.0

.66

.86

.65

.62

.54

.70

1.0

Table 8 Intercorrelations among Subtests and
(N 3,409)

Total Score:
The Nan-Native Sample

I:1 1:2 2-:1 2:2 3.1 3:2 Total

1:1

1:2

2:1

2:2

3:1

3:2

Vocabulary (18) 1.0

Integrative (35)

Read.Compr.1 (12)

Read.Compr.2 (10)

List.Compr. (11)

Voc.-Gramm. (14)

Tote. (100)

.75

1.0

.60

.64

1.0

.69

67
.59

1.0

.50

.47

.44

.48

1.0

.67

.79

.36

.59

.40

1.0

.87

.94

.75

.80

.60

.85

1.0
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REPORTS FROM DFPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH,
GOTHENBURG UN/VERS/TY

issn 0282-2156

AVailable from: Dept of Education and Educational Research,

GOthenbUtg University, Box 1010, S-431 26 MOIndali Sweden

ReUterberg, S.-E. On comparing transition rate gains; 1985:01

EMenuelsson, I. & Svensson, A. Does the level of intelligence

dectease? A comparison between thirteen-year-olds tested in
1961; 1966, ane: 1980. 1985:02.

Lirbetk;_t.. Research into science and mathematics education at
Goteborg. 1985:03.

Lybedk, L., Stramdahl, H., & Tullbergi A. Students's concep-
tions of amount of substance and its SI-unit I moI; A
subject didactic study. 1985:04.

Balke-Aurell, G. Testing testing methods. The Latin square

deFign used in testing vocabulary by four methods; 1985:05;

Sandstrbm, B. Studies of the process of innovation in the

comprehensive school. 1986:01.

Lybeck, L. & Asplund Carlssoni M. Supervision of de:CU:Jr-el

students. A case study. 1986:02.

Oscarson, M. Native and non-native performance on a national
test in English for Swedish students; 7 validation Sttitly.
1986:03.
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GOTEBORGS UNIVERSITET

Hestalles frail Institutionen far pedagogik, Gateborgs univer-

sitet, Hox-101-0-, 431 26 MOLNDAL

1. Oscarson, M. Engelska och svenska elevers prestationer

ph ett centralt prov i engelska. En validerings- och

utvarderingsstudie. Rapport nr 1986:02.

2. Hellekant, J. Franska elever gar ett svenskt franskprov.

Ett farsak till validering ay det centrala provet

franska 1985. Rapport nr 1986:05

3. af Ekenstam, N-H. Tyska elever och svenska tyskprov. Hur

klarar tyska gymnasister vhra centrala prov i tyska?

Rapport nr 1986:06.

4. Oscarson, M. Native and Non-Native Performance on a

National Test in English for Swedish Students:

A Validation Study. Report No. 1986:03.

5. von Elek, T. Invandrares sprhkutveckling under SFI-

kurser. Rapport frhn ett kartlaggniagsprojekt

inom AMU. Rapport nr 198613.

6. LindLlad, T. Hetyg och Central& Prov i Engelska, Tyska

och Franska. Rapport nr 1986:14.
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